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"Interactive video games.
So we can cream my cousin Ralph
in San Diego at Sonic the Hedgehogr

There's been alot of hype about the information superhighway
But for many companies, it's not just hype. They're on the verge of
delivering broadband services. And we're the ones who are helping them do it.
Only AT&T Network Systems has the total solutions you need to get over
the formidable hurdles associated with building new networks. From highly
trained salespeople who understand your business, to the engineering expertise
of Bell Labs. From planning and manufacturing to installation and service. Plus
the systems integration to tie in any mix of analog and digital, wired and wireless
networks and the operations systems to manage them.
And we back it all with the reliability we're famous for.

Thousands of people ready to spend millions
on new services.
(Our total solutions let you deliver, fast.)
The biggest difference is that when you choose AT&T's total solutions
you know your investment is protected. We bring you products that grow
with your network Like the world's only evolvable ATM technology—the
AT&T GlobeViewTm-2000 Broadband System. And regional interconnects based
on SONT and digital compression technology to accommodate avirtually
endless stream of new services.
So you can add capabilities and capacity year after year.
Our total solutions approach is why cable TV, phone and media companies
in the U.S. and throughout the world have selected AT&T Network Systems to be
their strategic partner. So don't upgrade or build your network with just anybody.
After all, people out there are demanding new broadband services. With our
end-to-end solutions in place, you can start
giving them what they want right away
Before somebody else does.

AT&T TOTAL SOLUTIONS
MORE THAN JUST EQUIPMENT
WHAT YOU NEED TO COMPETE
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very so often, Igo back through my reporter's notebook to review
some of the random thoughts I've written down, but didn't know
what to do with. Here are afew:
V In case no one's noticed, competition between MSOs is creeping
back into the business. During the Texas Show, where
TCI briefed attendees on its new software platform, Dr.
Sadie Decker was careful not to mention the vendor partners TCI has chosen for the project, for competitive reasons. "I know Time Warner was in the audience," she
said afterward. Remember, Time Warner is allied with
US West, which happens to be based afew miles from
TCI's headquarters in Denver.
V Cable operators who aren't being vocal about their
future hardware needs with the manufacturers had better
do so now. Increasingly, future set-top applications and
functionality are being decided by standards groups—and
few MSOs are active in those discussions. For example,
the DAVIC group is shooting to publish its "baseline"
document that addresses several standard interfaces by
December, and only Time Warner Cable and CableLabs
have attended meetings. Conversely, most manufacturers
and afew RBOCs are quite active in that group. So you
better get your two cents worth in quickly.
V The next time you're at aseminar or panel discussion
that addresses video network architectures, take aclose
look. I'll bet nine out of 10 show aset-top sitting on the
TV. But as Time Warner (and others) are finding out in
Ohio, it isn't easy to put set-tops where they've never
been before. Subscribers revolt. Newspapers write about
it. The FCC demands "in the clear" signal provision. I
hope someone someday makes aset-top subscribers will
really want. In the meantime, don't think it's going to be
easy to get subscribers to enter the interactive age with anew set-top.
V In order to drive down prices and jump-start service provision,
the PlatCo consortium (a partnership of sorts between Nynex, Bell
Atlantic and Pacific Telesis) has issued an RFP for up to four million
set-tops it plans to deploy over the next five years. Faced with
becoming asecond-tier customer, watch for amajor cable MSO (or
maybe aconsortium) to make an investment in aset-top manufacturer to preserve its place in the pecking order. Seems excessive, but
it's the new business reality.
V At long last, afew more MSOs are beginning to test cablephone
systems, but the manufacturers are finding that dialtone over cable
systems isn't asimple process. The problem is the upstream path: It
often can't be kept "clean" enough to keep the system up and running. Tellabs and ADC Telecommunications are learning some tough
lessons in their field trials and making hardware modifications that
should lead to better product.
V The cost of building abroadband network for providing cablephone services has one well-known consultant bearish about the service. Tom Gillett, aprincipal with Gillett-Lehman of St. Louis, told
aTexas Show audience he "remains skeptical that dialtone over coax
can compete with dialtone over copper." Gillett has 20 years of
experience in telephony and 10 years in cable. His views shouldn't
be taken lightly.

Make sure
you get your
two cents
worth

Roger Brown
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Delivering Product Excellence Worldwide
Air
The sophisticated dielectric of MC.'
Conveys the signal faster. Undampered by
foam. Without noise.
The air is enclosed in short chambers. All
Hermetically sealed. Fully bonded from outer

jacket through center conductor, eliminating
suck-outs.
Airtight. Exceptional inner and outer
strength wards off water preventing any
ingress. Plus No foam, No migrat .
ron.
The Perfections Of Air Are Apparent
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36 Squeezing data close to video
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By William Sward, XEL Communications Inc.

High-speed data:
When will
cable connect?

Operators adding data communications to existing cable TV
systems should understand the potential for interference
between video and data.

44 Data comm for consumers
By Ed Moula, Hybrid Networks Inc.
Puzzled by the lack of information on cable modems? One
modem trial, underway in Viacom's Castro Valley System, is
shedding light on the technology and its designs on the
consumer market.

52 CATV data revolution
By Ken Pyle, EA) Networks

The cable TV networks of today will undergo ametamorphosis
into the citywide, local area networks of tomorrow. This article
features an overview of data communications technology
implementation and related issues.

58 Planning for OSS, part 2
26 Acommon link, part 1
By LANcity staff
Cable operators are perfectly positioned to
supply data communications over their broadband networks. The way the network is configured and managed, however, is critical to
providing acommon data link.

By Steven Wright
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Successful implementation of an operational support system
(OSS) requires choosing the right vendor partners. In part two
of this series, the criteria for evaluating vendors are detailed.
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By Jack Mann, Bwadband Communications Group,
Scientific-Atlanta Inc.
This cable modem primer covers trends, applications and the
next generation of products.

74 Telecom Perspective
By Fred Dawson
WDM is emerging just as cable operators are contemplating
expanding network capacity.
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Cable Television Engineers.
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By now, the FCC's "Going Forward"
rules are old news. But this unique
opportunity to improve your cash
flow, by adding up to 6new channels,
is as fresh as ever.
Here's the easiest way to take full
advantage.

standard dual conversion 70 MHz IF
with TI loop, factory pre-calibrated
video and audio controls and afully
synthesized PLL tuning circuit accurate to 100 lifiz. And because the
internal 950-1450 MHz active loop
thru eliminates splitters and signal
loss, adding multiple receivers is no
problem. The IRD II is the receiver
of choice when adding achannel.
Next, add our TVM550 series frequency agile modulator to achieve
noise and spurious free performance,
coupled with ultra-stable, artifactfree PLL synthesized tuning
throughout the spectrum from 54 to
550 MHz. You want stereo? The
TVM550S has stereo, eliminating
the need for separate components,
hassling with calibration, and additional rack space.

Plug in achannel today,
cash in tomorrow.

Since the inception of our receivers
and modulators, Standard has consistently advanced frequency-agile
headend technology With our anychannel-in, any-channel-out convenience, plus awhole host of options,
you can be up and running in no
time, to cash in on "Going Forward."
The easy way.
Start with our Agile IRD II, an RS
250 broadcast certified integrated
receiver/descrambler that offers all
the features you'll need: an industry

It makes sense.

Whether you add asingle channel or

the maximum six, generate the cash
flow you need to upgrade your headend to the highest level of performance
—Standard's Agile IRD II receiver
and TVM550 series modulator.
Add achannel... the easy way. Call
Standard today and go forward while
it's still to your advantage.
The right technology.., for right now.

Standard

Communications
PROOLJCI- S

!DIVISION

P.O. Box 92151 •Los Angeles, CA 90009-2151
310/532-5300 ext. 280 •Tole Free 800/745-244à
Fax: 800/722-2329 (Ton Free) 4310/532-0397 ICA &Intl Only ,
Canadian Address: 41 Industrial Pkwy S., Units 5&6
Aurora, Ontario Canada L4G-3Y5
905/841-7557 Main • Fair 905/841-3693
Sales: 800/638-4741
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ANatural Migration
Leadership and vision. That's what sets us
apart in today's environment of converging
technologies. American Lightwave Systems is
leading the migration to advanced video and
telephony network services with aclear vision
and solution for your future -- all while meeting
your most demanding requirements today.
ALS offers complete end-to-end solutions in
hybrid fiber/coax video/telephony transport
and distribution, high speed digital f'ber
backbone transport, distance learning, PxE4

multipoint videoconferencing, TV1 broadcast
quality video and cellular telephone transport.
The flexibility to meet the needs of today's market
will ultimately determine tomorrow's success.
Whether you're migrating to digital video arm
telephony services, rebuilding your CATV network,
installing state-of-the-art distance learning
facilities or building videoconferencing networks,
ALS has the technology you need. Call us to find
out why the future is real. We'll help keep you
flying in the right direction.

14 L ‘D AMERICAN LIGHTWAVE SYSTEMS, INC.
I

999 Research Parkway, Meriden, CT 06450 •(800) 504-4443 • FAX (203) 630-5701

lealUMMit

The ALS/ADC Family of Products
•Homeworx TM 750 MHz Hybrid Fiber/Coax
Transmission System
•DV6000 TM Digital Video Transmission System
•PixlNet TM Multipoint Videoconferencing System
•Network Monitoring and Control System
•FiberFrame TM Fiber Management System
•So.neplex TM DS1/DS3 Transport System
•CityCell TM Cellular Telephone Transport
•FN6000 TM TV1 Broadcast Quality Video
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ADC

Telecom nenIcafions

Domestic and International Sales Offices also in California. Colorado.
Colnecticut, Georgia. Illinois. Massachusetts, Minnesota. Texas. Virginia.
Australia. Belgium, Canada Mexico. Singapore. United Kingdom. Venezuela
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or those of you who are tired of hearing about the
debate between the NCTA and the EIA over the cable
decoder interface, Iam pleased to be able to report that
there is another interface in the works.
This is the baseband digital interface,
intended to interconnect digital TV
sets, digital VCRs, digital cable
decoders and other digital video products. It's being called an interface, but
it's really ahigh-speed local area data
network within the home, operating at
50 to 100 megabits per second (Mbps).
So instead of the policy issues that
have dogged the cable decoder interface negotiations, there are technical
questions to be addressed.

Girding for
the next big
interface
debate

By Jeffrey Krauss,
interfacing with the
digital world at
jkrauss@cpcug.org and
President of
Telecommunications and
Technology Policy

The goals

The baseband digital interface will
need to operate at adata rate of around
50 Mbps or higher. While asingle
HDTV broadcast channel is a19 Mbps
data stream, acable TV channel can
carry two HDTV channels at a38
Mbps data rate. But this local area network may need to carry several channels, so adata rate of up to 100 Mbps
may be needed. Remember that
Ethernet local area networks operate at
10 Mbps, and 100 Mbps local area data
networks are being developed, so a
data rate in this range for the interface
should be achievable. But Ethernet networks are not yet consumer electronics products, they
cost more than afew bucks per port, and they don't
automatically configure themselves when you hook
them together. It will be achallenge to create afoolproof, inexpensive consumer product.
Data rate, cable reach and other factors are interrelated. Other factors being equal, you can pump ahigher data rate over 10 meters of cable than 100 meters. It
is not yet decided whether one of these networks will
cover an entire house or only asingle room, and
whether single room networks can be interconnected
together using bridging techniques. There seems to be
aconsensus that twisted pair cables, not coaxial cables,
should be used as the medium, but whether the cable
should be shielded or unshielded is uncertain.
Shielding may be needed to suppress interference radiating out of the cable, as well as to protect against
ingress interference.

Contenders
There have been three specific proposals made to an
EIA subcommittee established to set astandard for the
baseband digital interface. One is based on the IEEE
P1394 specification; one is based on the IEEE P1355
specification; and the third takes some elements from
each. Both PI394 and PI355 are in the final stages of

12

the standards process through IEEE.
The P1394 specification supports transmission rates
of 100, 200 and 400 Mbps, but only 100 and 200 Mbps
would be used in this consumer application. P1394
operates only within aroom, with cable lengths up to
10 meters. P1355 supports data rates up to 50 Mbps,
but can operate with cable lengths up to 100 meters.
The third design operates at 100 Mbps with acable
reach of 15 meters.
The proponents of these networks are semiconductor
manufacturers. The P1394 specification was proposed by
Texas Instruments (supported also by Sony). The P1355
specification was proposed by SGS-Thomson
Microelectronics (formerly INMOS). And the third design
was proposed by National Semiconductor Corp. These
companies will develop the chip sets that go into the TVs,
VCRs and cable boxes to support these high-speed data
channels. Semiconductor companies salivate at the
thought of anew, high volume market for their chips. As
digital processing becomes more important in the video
distribution industry, companies such as these will
become major players, and the industry itself will evolve
to more closely resemble the personal computer industry.

Issues

The obvious technical issues that need to be decided
include data rate, cable lengths, type of cable and type
of connector. (What happens if atelephone R.1-45 connector is chosen, and somebody plugs a100 Mbps network into atelephone wall jack?) Is it possible to preserve network integrity if anew device is connected or
disconnected while you are watching TV? Will consumers accept amomentary glitch in the picture if a
few packets of data are lost? They certainly won't
accept arequirement to turn off all the devices and
then do areboot, arequirement that is common when
adding aperipheral device to aPC.
Then there are timing and latency issues related to
delay through anetwork: how to carry control packets as
well as MPEG video packets, and how to minimize jitter
in the video packets that can occur when several devices
or types of data are contending for access to the network.
There may be policy issues. For example, the dispute between the EIA and NCTA over the cable
decoder interface, adispute over control, could come
up here as well.
Finally, there is aquestion whether this interface
should remain as avoluntary industry standard, or
whether it should be adopted by the FCC as amandatory standard. The personal computer industry has
operated successfully for years without any mandatory
government interface standards. Mandatory government standards in this area would stifle innovation,
because the technology is likely to advance too quickly
for government regulators to keep up.
The next few years will see dramatic changes in the
technical structure of the video distribution industry.
Hardware will become more digital, more computerized.
The baseband digital interface is one example. CUD
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Only One Sweep System
Leads aDouble Life!

Stealth Sweep...

Stealth Reverse Sweep..

STEALTH REVERSE SWEEP
PUT REVERSE SWEEP CAPABILITY
INTO YOUR HAND

Features include:

The Stealth Reverse Sweep...The
latest sweep technology has been
enhanced to meet your reverse
sweep testing needs. Forward and
reverse path alignment can now be
done simultaneously —and by one
person —with one instrument —the
handheld Stealth.

•Simple, user interface

Engineered for the interactive revolution, the Stealth 3SR handheld unit with the reverse sweep
option both receives and transmits sweep for fast, precise, and
accurate measurement of both the forward and reverse paths.
Eliminating awkward, complicated equipment setup results
in simplified testing, reduced fatigue, and less time maintaining your system. You'll wonder how we squeezed in so
much capability.

•Built-in sweep transmitter
•Sweep any reverse band from 5-1,000 MHz
•Fast, continuous reference sweep
•Stealth Sweep ...a Wavetek exclusive, tests without
interrupting viewer reception
•Signal analyzer for carrier levels, C/N, hum, tilt, and
spectrum display
•Automated FCC 24-hour test capability
The Stealth Reverse Sweep provides all the accuracy, speed, and
features you'd expect from the leader.
So, get the smallest, fastest, lowest priced, most capable sweep on
the market. Get the Wavetek Stealth. Call 1
800 622 5515.
Wavetek... partners in productivity for over 25 years.

Nis/Ave -rŒic
Circle Reader Service No. 6
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ICI unveils software platform
tied to frame relay network
Executives with Tek-Communications Inc.
provided the first look at its emerging
advanced software platform, designed entirely
by the MSO to manage mission-critical back
office operations like billing, customer service,
internal communications and workforce management.
The sneak peek was provided during a
panel session at the Texas Show in February.
The platform is TCI's trump card against
telco competition, because it lays the foundation for all current and coming services,
including video-on-demand, telephony and
interactive products. It calls for an elaborate
web of more than 6,000 computerized nodes
tied together over acommon frame relaybased network that will be 90 percent complete by year's end, said Dr. Sadie Decker,
vice president of TCI's Advanced Information
Technology group.
The physical network will eventually
migrate to ATM within two years, said Dave
Brown, manager of corporate networks for the
group. It will use telco carrier lines and redundant fiber rings in most metro areas, which
send data packets in 53 Megabit-per-second
increments, said Brown.
"This is real—it is not atrial," commented
Decker, who said the software will ultimately

support 600 TO systems and 12 million subscribers.
The software is critical, Decker said, for
TCI's aggressive move into packaged services
—like hundreds of narrowcast programs, all of
which need to be tracked and billed. Building
in the flexibility to handle phone charges was
also key, Decker said, noting TCI's alliance
with long distance carrier Sprint.
"Sprint will be using TCI for local access,
and we'll be, in essence, acting like aregional
operating company for telephony," Decker
said, adding that the alliance is "for all telephone services," not just personal communications services
The complete software platform includes
separate modules, like customer service, automated dispatch and billing. The whole software umbrella is under rigorous testing now,
and is scheduled to begin field testing later this
month. The final iterations of the platform will
roll out early next year, as soon as the physical
network supporting it is complete.
A test of the "Summit" billing portion of
the platform has already begun. The software
uses the client/server structure, distributed processing, relational databases and object-oriented methodologies—or acommon, commercially
available engine with highly customized mod-

Continental Cablevision of Los Angeles recently hosted a high-profile "meltdown" of about 25.000 illegal cable decoders that have been confiscated as part of an ongoing fight against cable piracy. After
being dumped, the descramblers shown above were burned. It is estimated that more than $100 million in cable service is stolen per year in Los Angeles County alone. In 1992, apolice "sting" netted
70,000 illegal devices with astreet value of about S20 million.
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ules knitted into it. The specialized modules,
including one that uses global positioning
satellites to schedule and route trucks for service calls, were assembled by outside experts.
TCI views the enormity of the
project—which has kept more than 30 full-time
TCI software programmers and three times as
many software consultants busy for the last
two years—as agiant leg-up over telco and
cable competitors. "The telco networks' back
office [software] is 10 times more expensive
than cable," said Decker, who estimated that
each RBOC spends $1 billion/year to generate
bills. TCI sends out 12 million bills per month,
and when fully equipped with the new platform will be poised to handle complex billing
transactions and telephone billing, Decker
said.
Because of the amount of resources poured
into the project, and the associated speed of
deployment, TCI will not make the software
available to other operators. Decker said.

RBOC group
issues set-top RFP

PlatCo, the consortium of Nynex, Bell
Atlantic and Pacific Telesis, has issued a
request for proposals for up to four million
analog and digital set-tops that the group plans
to purchase and deploy over the next five years
as the RBOCs build their video dialtone systems.
The intent of the consortium is to drive
product prices down and accelerate competition with cable operators through high volume
purchasing. The huge order may also cause
delays for cable TV MSOs who now may have
to wait to get set-tops as manufacturers ramp
up production.
According to the RFP, the consortium has
stipulated that the set-top architecture be open,
flexible and modular enough to allow systems
and components to be changed out. For example, the RFP calls for anetwork interface module that provides all video and network information to reside within the set-top. "The NIMs
must be replaceable units which can be located
physically within the (set-top) and allow for
interfacing with the following networks:
Hybrid fiber/coax, asymmetric digital subscriber line (ADSL) and fiber-to-the-curb
(FTTC)," said the RFP.
Furthermore, the NIM "is required to
include conformance with the General
Instrument Corporation technical requirements
for an HFC-compatible NIM," the RFP stipulates, signaling that the companies have chosen
to use DigiCable access control technology.
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After 29 Peaceful Years In The Cable Industry,
Wendell Woody Helped Start ARevolution.

Wendell Woody
Sprint/North Supply
Executive Director, Cable Television Sales

Meet Wendell Woody. Then again, you probably already know him. His name is recognized throughout
the cable industry His leadership is honored by the Society of Cable Television Engineers. And now, his
years of experience have culminated at Sprint/North Supply, right where you'd expect to
find him — at the forefront af an industry revolution.
Woody had already helped introduce leading edge advancements to the CATV industry, including
FM Fiber Optics, AM Fiber Optics and Cable Alternate Access. So when Sprint announced alliances
with major cable operators, Woody'snew Broadband Group at Sprint/North Supply was positioned
to bring you Cable Telephony. Through his cable experience and Sprint/Nordi Supply's distribution
expertise, new technological and distribution doorways are opening for you.

•

At Sprint/North Supply, we've put together an unbeatable distribution team —
cable industry veterans dedicated to providing the quality customer service you deserve. So when you
\ need broadband or telephony products, call Sprint/North Supply, your full-line national distributor.
Just take it from Woody — you'll really like what we deliver.
FREE TELECOMMUNICATIONS GLOSSARY. Call and order your FREE 160-page glossary,
"Telecommunications Terms and Acronyms." NO OBLIGATION.

1-800-639-CATV

On Line, On Call, On Tirrr

Sprint
8054B
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The RFP also notes that NIMs may have to be
acquired from Scientific-Atlanta as well.
The deadline for response to the consortium's RFP is April 3. According to the RFP,
the RBOCs expect to select which companies
they will buy from by May 1995. They anticipate service rollout sometime in the first quarter of 1996, although the three- and five-year
forecasts for delivery of set-tops show afirst
delivery date of April 1996.
According to figures contained in those
forecasts, the telcos expect to deploy amix of
set-top types and categories. Over five years,
plans call for the companies to deploy more
than 800,000 set-tops that have "limited" interactive capability; 2.7 million units that feature
fast processors and have enough RAM to store
avideo game; more than 400,000 units with
dual tuners and dual decoders that would be
compatible with high-end TVs which include
features like picture-in-picture; and more than
400,000 analog decoders.

3more IVISOs
plan cablephone tests

'lime Warner Cable, Cablevision Systems
and Comcast have joined NewChannels Corp.
as the latest companies to trial telephony-overcable hardware.
Time Warner announced its Greater
Rochester Cablevision system is testing
Tellabs Operations Inc.'s CableSpan system
in aRochester, N.Y. apartment complex
where Time Warner is the provider of shared
tenant services. The MSO is providing standard telephony as well as long distance, custom calling features, fax and 911 lifeline services.
The trial has been underway since January
and is expected to last several more months.
Later, integrated cable and telephony will be
delivered to single family homes in the same
area.
Meanwhile, Comcast has chosen to test
ADC Telecommunications' Homeworx access
platform in late 1995. The technical test of
ADC's Release 3system will run for about 90
days, followed by amarket test to about 1,000
customers. Commercial rollout is expected to
occur later in 1996.
The trial equipment will include host digital
terminals; integrated service units that separate
telephony from video and sends them over
twisted pair and coaxial cables; video transmitters and integrated service access nodes that
transport both video and telephony and convert
optical signals to electrical; and network management software that remotely monitors net-
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work traffic and performance.
Finally, Cablevision Lightpath, the telephone subsidiary of Cablevision Systems,
announced it will use Northern Telecom's
Cornerstone Voice system to provide residential telephony services during atechnical trial
scheduled for the second quarter this year.
The technical trial is scheduled to expand
into amarket trial by the end of 1995 before
widescale deployment occurs in 1996.
Cablevision will use the system to provide
conference calling, speed dialing, call forwarding and other CLASS services, as well as
Centrex and standard telephony.
The system consists of an access bandwidth
manager to provide TR -303 switch interfaces;
acable modem shelf to modulate and demodulate traffic; and avoice gate unit attached to
the side of the home that terminates two line
cards. Cablevision has chosen to power the
side-of-home wallbox locally.
In addition, Northern Telecom's Maestro
cordless phones with speakers will be used
throughout the trial.

GI goes FTTC,
BBT finds partner

For its part, General Instrument announced
it acquired an equity interest in Next Level
Communications, adeveloper of switched digital networks that integrate video, data and
voice services over fiber-to-the-curb architectures.
The two companies have entered into a
technical cooperation agreement to jointly
develop network components, including settops, that support arange of switched-digital
services.
GI has been named by several telcos as a
supplier of hybrid fiber/coax products for the
video dialtone systems that have been
announced. However, several of those RBOCs
have identified switched-digital networks as
the next stage in the evolution of broadband
communications technology.
Next Level's product is an ATM-based
architecture that extends fiber from the central
office to points close to the home, allowing
for amore symmetrical information exchange.
The company is located in Rohnert Park,
Calif.
Meanwhile, BroadBand Technologies Inc.,
perhaps the best-known provider of switched
digital, fiber-to-the-curb equipment, has signed
an agreement with Texas Instruments whereby
TI will manufacture components for the Fiber
Loop Access (FLX) system in Austin.
Specifically, TI will build key parts of the

optical network units, which convert digital
signals from fiber to electrical cables, and
broadband line cards that are part of the host
digital terminal. TI was chosen because of its
expertise in semiconductor production, according to BBT executives.
The FLX system has been selected by
AT&T Network Systems as its switched digital
product, and is being deployed by Bell
Atlantic in Dover Township, N.J., as well as in
Southwestern Bell's VDT trial in Richardson,
Texas.

S-A allies with
two new partners

Seeking afaster entry to market for both
1550 nm fiber optic equipment and atelephone-over-cable product, Scientific-Atlanta
allied with two well-known companies last
month.
First, S-A signed an exclusive, long-term
sales, marketing and product development
agreement with Optical Transmission Labs, an
affiliate of Synchronous Communications, for
fiber gear that operates in the 1550 nm window. Under the agreement, S-A will now sell
products like externally modulated transmitters
and erbium-doped fiber amplifiers under the
S-A brand name. Next-generation products
will be jointly developed by S-A and OTL
engineers.
The two companies began discussions during the 1994 Western Cable Show, said Perry
Tanner, VP and GM of transmission systems at
S-A.
MSOs have expressed renewed interest in
1550 nm gear as they begin to cluster systems,
collapse headends into hubs and install rings
of fiber for reliability. At 1550 nm, video signals suffer from less attenuation than at 1310
nm, making it abetter choice for long distances.
Two days after that announcement, S-A
entered into ajoint venture with Siemens
Public Communications Network Group to
develop and market atelephony-over-cable
family of products. Siemens has agreed to provide capital, technical and human resources,
while S-A will offer engineering and technical
resources, as well as the intellectual property
of its CoAxiom system, which was first
demonstrated in 1993.
The JV is the latest step toward bringing
IMMXpress, an interactive multimedia network architecture, to market. The IMMXpress
initiative was announced as acollaboration
between Siemens, S-A and Sun Microsystems
last November ..... CED
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When he initially approached his employer about

building afull service network, Michael Nelson said he
needed "just afew pennies" to make it happen. As it
turned out, that would be about 30 billion pennies. If his request seems rather
ambitious, it's simply because he wants
to continue to care for his subscribers
in the manner to which they have
become accustomed: Media General
Cable of Fairfax, Nelson's employer, is
well-known throughout the industry for
the level of service it offers. In keeping
with that tradition, Nelson plans to provide his customers with everything
from video-on-demand to telephony to
Personal Communications Services.
That's everything, and then some. As
the newly-christened Vice President of
Technical Projects for Media General
Cable, Nelson has already conceived of
adizzying number of projects. Under
his guidance, the company is currently
conducting aquiet trial to provide
interconnectivity to the Internet via its
cable system—thus far, having hooked
up three schools, and borrowing access
security ideas from the Secret Service
in the process.
He is also ahead of the curve in
dealing with the utility industry. As
early as 1992, Nelson initiated astatus
monitoring project involving 2,000 of
the company's 2,300 power supplies,
with the goal of determining when and where commercial power is lost in the cable system. The project will
eventually tie the status monitoring system into Media
General's billing platform, allowing the company to
provide very specific outage information to the local
power company. In turn, the power company would be
able to troubleshoot its own system more efficiently
and get its customers back on-line faster, ultimately
increasing revenues. "For that monitoring service,"
says Nelson, "we'll charge them just afew pennies"
(they'd better start saving now).
As indicated by the wide range of projects he's
involved in, Nelson's responsibilities are diverse,
encompassing construction, engineering, design, headends, RF equipment, the institutional business network
and system maintenance personnel. (You remember the
TV commercial featuring the gentleman with aphone
up to each ear, more phones ringing on the desk, and a
secretary who is waving 15 pink message slips at him?
That's Nelson.) In his previous position as vice president, construction and technical services, he also dealt
with safety, security, purchasing and transportation, but
his new position will free Nelson up to play with the
technological "toys" he loves. In one example, since
1985, Media General has had its own, internal telephone network running on its cable system. Another of

For
afew
pennies
more

By Dana Cervenka
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Nelson's gems is afiber optic hookup which connects
five metropolitan cable systems, making possible local,
regional and national ad insertion on extremely short
notice.
One of his current toys is called the "Virginia
Gateway," ameans for the MSO's subscribers to access
stock portfolio information, as well as other services
offered by asister company, via line items on home
PCs. Another portion of the gateway that Nelson is
working on involves souped-up, onscreen TV guide
listings, consisting of channel logos that asubscriber
could access to obtain updated listings for the day, the
week and the month.
But before his system can offer many of the newer,
more advanced services Nelson envisions, the technological underpinning for all of these must be in place.
To that end, Media General will be deploying fiber
optics down to nodes of no more than 500 homes, in
effect, creating 2,500 local area networks. "This makes
it very robust, protects us, and gives us alot of reliability," says Nelson. "It really sets the stage for all of the
new services we will provide."
Nelson's fascination with toys developed early, at of
all places, the telephone company. His first job in the
communications industry, at New York Telephone Co.,
teamed him with 18 other people in evaluating new
technologies and services. Moving into the cable
industry in 1972, Nelson would eventually do
benchtech work for Suffolk Cablevision (which
became Viacom), and then join Cablevision as aservice tech. After constructing the company's Yonkers,
N.Y. system from scratch, he signed on as operations
manager at Storer Broadcasting in Florida. And in
1983, he joined Media General as headend technician,
eventually becoming vice president of operations.

Reflections on becoming green...
Outside of the telecom world, Nelson's self-professed "second love" is investing in the stock market.
Once he finds astock he likes, he doesn't think twice
about investing in it. "You just do it," he declares. "In
the process of thinking, blood rushes from your feet to
your head, and you get cold feet." He has even recruited his co-workers for an investment club; has mulled
over medical and technology stocks with his wife,
Nushka; and has introduced his 14-year-old daughter,
Krystina, to the wonderful world of Wall Street, with
promising results. His nine-year-old daughter, Jeanine,
may be too young for stocks now, but just wait—Nelson
is already priming her to be afinancial wiz so that she
and her sister can send Mom and Dad away on cruises
when they get older.
Given his fascination with the world of finance, it's
not too surprising that Nelson homes in on the importance of capital in cable's future.
"The industry has to get stronger financially; we
have to regionalize; and we have to tie our systems
together," concludes Nelson. "The process may take
the next five to 10 years, but it has to happen." œD
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have spoken many times about standards-setting, the
hundreds of standards-setting bodies that exist in the
world, and the cable industry's current level of involvement in the whole process. Recently, I
had an interesting conversation with a
person who represents amajor advisor
to the U.S. government. Once again,
the question came up about how we
feel about standards, and what it's
going to take to get us to adopt them.
Ireplied that of the myriad things
that seem to be important to us, one of
the biggest and most misunderstood is
the issue of interoperability and interconnectivity. Isay that the issue is misunderstood because there is agreat deal
of "understanding" in various circles
about which standards are needed in
order for the information infrastructure
to be built and to survive. In my opinion, most of that information is incorrect.

Application
of standards
adelicate
balance

Standards overkill

By Wendell Bailey,
VP of Science
and Technology, NCTA
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1he problem is that people seem to
think all of the elements of an entire
system need to be standardized so that
any signals, services, products or features can flow seamlessly through them
to the consumer. Iadmit that this is one
definition for interoperability, and it
may even meet the test of what needs
to be standardized. Iwould, however,
point out that we deliver signals to 60 million-plus
homes, and while the end product may be astandard
NTSC picture, there is nothing standard about how the
product is handled along the way.
Take, for example, the fact that we have aTV camera that produces asignal. The output of that camera is
not in any form that can be conveniently transmitted to
customers (it's baseband). The baseband signal form is
used as the input to amodulator which converts it into
asignal for uplink (by driving modulators to make an
FM signal that drives asatellite transponder). Then the
FM signal is ultimately received at acable headend
where it is converted from an FM signal to aVSB/AM
signal, and changed into anew RF frequency before it
is placed in a"channel" slot. This much-handled and
converted signal is delivered to customers in aform
that makes their television sets respond correctly.
Nowhere in this chain of events is the entire system
using the same standard from end-to-end. Instead, each
segment of the system uses astandard that fits within
its segment. Indeed, that segment has been optimized
for the efficient handling of the product in that form.
The protocol issue between one form and another is
dealt with at the point of interconnection between two
subsets of this system.
One example of this interconnection point is
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between the satellite signal being delivered as an FM
signal to the headend, and the cable operator converting it to an AM signal for use on the cable system. The
fact that there is aconversion price caused by the use
of more than one standard is not necessarily the determining factor in deciding whether this is agood idea or
abad idea.
For instance, it might be argued that the satellite
company could carry the signal from uplink to headend
as an AM signal, leaving us only to heterodyne the signal to the correct channel slot. But there are reasons
why AM isn't used on the satellite links. That link and
apparatus are optimized for efficiency, and the optimization includes adecision to use FM as the primary
transmission modulation. The price paid at the conversion point between an FM system and an AM system,
in the case of acable headend, is aprice that is easy to
tolerate when shared among numerous customers.
Secondly, it more than offsets the problems we would
have if the satellite link used an inappropriate standard
to deliver signals to us in the first place.
Therefore, it's safe to say that the optimization of
each of these links must be done in such away that
efficiencies and the operational ruggedness of the system are perfected. A small price for aprotocol conversion is not necessarily aneed to cause one segment to
use exactly the same standard as the next segment in a
chain. To do so would give up the efficiencies gained
in each segment. And that would not necessarily be
good.
In the end, we must work to convince all of the standards-setting bodies that are talking about interconnectivity and interoperability that we must all agree on
where interoperability standards must apply and under
what circumstances, before we can decide what has to
be standardized. And we also must be careful not to go
around telling other people how to change their networks, if it impacts optimization and achievement of
efficiencies, just as we object strongly when groups of
people get together to make decisions that would force
us to change our networks.

Acareful balance

Ultimately, if the infrastructure of the future is to
survive, we must understand that there are prices to
pay for each and every segment. There are prices to
pay for everything we do. The price is either exacted as
degradation in the products we deliver (e.g., as noise
and distortion), or as costs of capital equipment needed
to convert from one standard to another. In the first
case, anything that happens to asignal will be apparent
to every customer. In the second case, if we can make
the conversion inexpensively and maintain the optimization that our networks have achieved, then the cost
of that can be spread among many customers.
A balancing of these two issues is difficult, but it's
not impossible. Indeed, it is the way most businesses
and industries delivering products to customers have
learned to work. CIED
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FROM T HE H EADEND

T
hus far in this series on drop cable, we've moved

from accusing the vendor community of breeding
brand-loyal rodents who have an affinity for drop to a
more serious look at actual drop cable
deployment patterns, and how they have
shifted tremendously in recent years.
We've found that most drop cable
shipped today is for in-home wiring,
rather than for replacement drop.
In fact, it has become commonplace
to run tremendous amounts of drop
throughout the home to multiple additional outlets as part of our "wholehouse" strategy. The result is that me
are extending the reach of the plant.
rather than replacing all of the drop that
we already have out there, and that's
not all bad.
But as Iwrote last month, Idon't
want to leave the impression that all is
perfect in the land of drop. Yes, we are
deploying more, and for good reason,
but based on the results of the study
(liberally quoted below), we could be
wasting quite abit of drop cable, too.
The study actually found that there
are many different potential sources of
drop cable waste, with each source
being only asmall contributor to the
overall total—which was estimated to be
as high as 20 percent. The net effect is
that simply attacking asingle source of
the problem will have hardly any effect on reducing
overall waste. In many cases, the amount of waste can
be boiled down to asimple issue of awareness.
Drop cable is often perceived by the installer or service technician as acheap commodity, and is dealt with
as such, without thought for the amount of waste being
generated. But the study determined the three primary
contributors to drop cable waste were: non-recovery
and non-use of spool ends; non-recovery of temporary
drops; and general installation or service waste from
installation or service practices. The study also cautioned that any action taken to curb waste be carefully
evaluated against cable system economic considerations. In other words, don't put aprogram in place that
will ultimately cost more than the cable being wasted!
It is interesting to note, however, that our training
materials for installers and service technicians properly
emphasize sound engineering practices, quality of
installation, and customer satisfaction, but they make
no mention of the "cost-effective use of materials."
The study also found that the drop material tracking,
purchasing and subscriber management information
systems currently employed are inadequate for the task
of tracking and accounting for drop cable and related
materials that make up the majority of our networks. In
fact, one of our biggest assets, which is our "inactive"
drop inventory, and which includes disconnected drops.

The drop
cable
dilemma
continues

By Chris Bowick, Group
Vice President/Technology,
Jones Intercable
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pre-wires and builder activity, is rarely tracked at all. In
spite of the limited management tools available to them,
however, system and warehouse staff have implemented
reasonable manual and computerized systems, along
with sound management practices and oversight, to
negate the possibility that drop cable waste can be
attributed to theft or lack of accountability.
Limited field diagnostic capabilities used by
installers and service technicians were also found to
contribute to an inaccurate assessment of problems,
resulting in more drop material being replaced than is
absolutely necessary.

Better management of the drop
As aresult of these findings, there were many suggested recommendations, some of which are:
Implement abasic waste-reduction program in every
system. This would include: ensuring that the amount
of cable remaining on aspool is truly too short to use
before discarding the spool; requiring depleted reels to
be returned; removing cable from areel/box when less
than 200 feet remains to make more room in the truck;
installing toward the reel; sealing cable ends in unused
drops; installing temporary drops with sufficient cable
for later burial; locating the buried drop so as to reduce
the chance of damage; installing connectors properly to
reduce water migration; and making sure the drop is
bad before replacing it via adrop-verification program.
V Introduce figures-of-merit and tracking concepts for
drop cable consumption, such as the number of feet per
sub per year to create abenchmark and an awareness
of the amount of cable being used.
V Introduce or revise ongoing installation and service
training and communications programs to emphasize
engineering efficiency, to dispel the notion that drop
cable is "cheap," and to focus on waste reduction.
V Streamline the material ordering, warehousing,
tracking and information management system through
eliminating obsolete drop cable types; reducing the
number of cable types; optimizing ordered increments
for shipping efficiencies; and using actual reel quantity
for usage tracking. Inactive drop inventory is ahuge
asset that should be tracked and managed accordingly.
V Initiate astudy to assess the feasibility of increasing
reel content. If the amount of cable on areel is
increased (but still manageable) the amount of spoolend waste should be reduced accordingly (fewer reel
ends to waste).
V Explore ways in which technology can be applied to
field activities for diagnostic equipment to aid in the
identification and verification of drop before it's replaced.
There is no doubt that there are sound business and
engineering explanations for most of the cable that is
being installed in the drop portion of the network, with
the major reason being the shift in deployment from
outside to inside wiring. Note, however, that none of
our practices is perfect, and as such, we should always
be seeking ways in which we can improve operating
efficiency.
CIED
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Afew lessons about entering
the information superhighway
"Don't be left in the 20th century," they
said. "Multimedia, convergence—ya gotta get
on the information superhighway."
So Igot on. Iwent out and ordered all these
neat services from my cable company and got
the latest fancy box on my TV. Uh, then Idiscovered that the picture gets snowy every time
it rains. And we can't record one thing while
watching another, but that's okay, because we
can't remember how to program the VCR,
anyway. And the rabbit ears in the bedroom
still kind of work, if you stand by the door but
don't touch the clock radio.
Undaunted, Iwent out and bought an
answering machine with aneat toll-saver feature that would pay for itself in ayear or
two. And Igot ahome fax machine, and a
switch so that it would use the same line as
my phone. Uh, then Idiscovered that, well,
the toll-saver feature won't work with the fax
switch, and it's really tricky to answer callwaiting with the switch in line. And sometimes the switch doesn't work, because
someone designed it to telco specs, and this
is the real world. And my brother in
Indonesia can't remember to turn his fax on
at night.
Still undaunted, Iwent out and bought a
home computer with lots of neat software and
signed up with abunch of on-line services.
Uh, then Ilearned that some software packages crash when they're used at the same time
that I'm running another one, and Istarted
learning which on-line services crash when I
try to download certain kinds of information.
But they said, "Don't worry, that's normal."
And Ilearned that if one service hangs up, I'd
better go back to the C:> prompt and reboot
my computer before calling the Internet; otherwise, my Internet provider misreads my password and kicks me off. But that's not all bad: I
can't get through to the Internet after 4p.m.
anyway.
One on-line service has areputation for
slow download, so Ithought I'd compare it
with the others. Uh, remember the old truck
races, when they saw which truck could go the
slowest? This is the information superhighway
version of that race.
What I've learned is that the information
highway is really the information super tollway, but we don't know what it costs, and we
don't know who's going to pay for it. We don't
even know where to put the toll booth. Further,
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we don't know where the information tollway
goes and we don't know what we'll find when
we get there.
But it's wonderful: in the old days, Iwas
bombarded with twice the information Icould
handle. Now, Ican be bombarded with 20
times more! And talk about computers and a
paperless society—a good computer can go
through more paper in aminute that Ican in a
week.
(Then Isaid to my wife, "There's this little
cabin on the mountain, and Imay be able to
get running water in, and, and ....")
Jim Farmer
Antec

Little goes along way

Iwould like to comment on your February
editorial ("Industry's future depends on its
people," p. 5). Iam atechnical supervisor for
Time Warner Cable in Champaign/Urbana, Ill.
Iam currently in the position you made mention of, in that we are presently one-quarter of
the way through an upgrade with 118 to 120
(fiber) nodes.
My technical staff is now required to understand all new transmission tactics. We now
have fiber optics, laser transmitters, 750 MHz
actives, two-way transmissions, impulse PPV
buying and new microcomputer controlled settop terminals.
They also have to learn new types of hookups, and the customer education [requirement]
has doubled!
I'd like to mention something Ibelieve
should be added to your article. Iagree we
need to increase our training efforts. As a
supervisor of asix-tech service department, I
realize you're only as good as the people who
work for you. If they aren't trained well, you'll
have to do the job yourself. Ican't wait for the
new technology—I look forward to playing a
Sega game with one of my fellow employees
through the cable box. However, Ifeel we
overlook one thing that's important to everyone—morale.
We ask our employees to learn new troubleshooting skills, complete more paperwork,
and deal with negative customers who don't
want change. But how often do we sit back
with our staff and say "thanks" for the hard
work they do everyday?

Every system Ihave worked in has had its
fast and slow periods of the year. These days,
it seems like it's constantly fast paced, as we
try to keep lead times down, repair problems
within 24 hours and overcome installation
pushes. Hiring more people to do the work is a
thing of the past. Every manager, supervisor
and team leader needs to stop and think,
"When was the last time Ishowed my staff
some appreciation for the hard work they do?"
Saying "thank you" is agreat start. Maybe a
weekend together for acookout or softball
game would help break the tension.
Iunderstand times are tight and regulation
has caused budget constraints. But think about
the overall morale of your departments. After
non-stop work, we tend to get burned out.
Then tempers flare and attitudes get poor. This
may affect customer service. Remember, the
customer's image of the company is based on
contacts with the employees, from CSRs to
installers. A break in the action could do wonders for morale and possibly build camaraderie
between the supervisors and the staff.
Remember, all employees are human. They
all have feelings and need avote of confidence
now and then. This industry starts with CSRs
and installers, so let's support them, or this big
"race to the top" will have ahard time getting
out of the starting gate.
Charlie Heflin
Time Warner Champaign/Urbana

Here comes wireless

Digital compression technology will
enable wireless cable stations (MMDS) to
carry up to 10 different video programs in
each licensed 6MHz bandwidth, according to
participants in the first annual technical symposium of the Wireless Cable Association
International (WCAI), which Iattended in
Tampa, February 4-6. Martin Frankel, president of Decathlon Communications of
Denver, announced at the symposium that
production of its MPEG-based system for
wireless cable, using 64 QAM chips with
adaptive equalization, would commence in
July 1995.
Joe Waltrich said General Instrument's 64
QAM compression system for wireless cable
would be available in the first quarter of
1996. Digital compression equipment would
comply with FCC regulations and would be
generally compatible with most existing
MMDS transmitters.
Archer Taylor
Malarkey-Taylor Associates
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Unleashing
the power
Cable networks
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are the key to

o

high-speed computing
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;
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By LANcity staff

Editor's note:
This article is part one
of atwo-part series.
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ata communication over cable television allows
computing resources to be interconnected citywide,
providing acommon link between homes and businesses (see Figure 1). The computer model of today consists of client/server computers intercommunicating at
high data rates, sharing files, programs, databases, and
applications and using anetworking infrastructure to
accomplish this. Products and technology exist today
that allow this interconnection to be accomplished over
the cable TV infrastructure.
The cable TV operator is in aunique position to
provide high-speed data services over the existing
cable TV topology. The types of applications that can
be provided over HFC are as varied as the homes it
passes, providing the services that acommunity of
users require to run their business, teach their students,
occupy their leisure time and improve their productivity and quality of life. Typical services desired by large
user populations who have access to cable TV are:
V Internet access services. Computer networks that
interconnect the world have been around for along
time, but only recently has there been an explosion of
usage outside of academia and into the commercial and
home communities. New Internet applications such as
Mosaic are becoming too bandwidth intensive for the
service model provided by the telephone modem.
Internet access over cable TV is attractive because of
CED : C OMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING
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the simplicity of the network architecture, as well as the high data bandwidths
provided.
V Local area network interconnectivity citywide. Many buildings use local area
networks to interconnect their PCs and workstations. Municipalities, governments, school systems and corporations desire to interconnect these networks to
provide ahomogeneous networking environment at high data rates.
V Work at home. As the year 2000 approaches, the government is mandating a
reduction in commuting. This, coupled with the fact that more than 50 percent
of homes contain PCs, forces ademand for adata communication service similar to that provided by local area networks, but on acitywide scale. A derivative
of this application is the study at home concept that allows disabled students to
be able to stay current with their studies remotely.
V Multimedia database services. Schools and corporations desire to maintain
central file servers that contain multimedia applications and load them into
localized personal computers when the application is run. Applications include
distance learning, multimedia library referencing, real estate information, and
others that require high levels of data, voice and video information to be transferred.
V Multimedia conferencing. Personal computers, especially in the commercial
sector, are being outfitted with multimedia conferencing capabilities, allowing
multiple people to communicate in real time with voice, video and data. This
allows meetings and design reviews with team members, vendors and manufacturers to be held remotely, but with the same level of information transferred as
if the group was in the same room.
To satisfy the demand for these applications, the hybrid fiber coax infrastructure must not only meet the objectives of reasonable cost, high performance,
ease of use and low operating expense, but must also accommodate amultimillion user base. To meet this goal, the following objectives must be considered:
V Use the cable TV infrastructure as the physical media for telecommunications
V Develop amedia access control (MAC) protocol for the cable TV infrastructure
V Design ascalable internetworking model for multiple community networks
V Manage the HFC-hased network using standard industry tools.

The cable TV
operator is in a
unique position
to provide
high-speed
data services

The HFC network as physical media
The purpose oi adata comniumeat ions network is to move information
between users. To achieve this, acommunication channel between users and the
means to control the delivery of information must be provided. In the data communications world, amodel has been developed to describe the structure of
data communication systems. Known as the Open Systems Interconnection
(OSI) Reference Model, it is an internationally accepted framework of stan-

Cable TV modem
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dards for communications between systems made by
different vendors. See Figure 2.
The Physical Layer provides the lowest level (physical) connectivity between users. The means to control
the delivery of information is provided by the data link
and network layers.
Figure 2: OSI model,
In the case of an HFC netseven layers
work, the Physical Layer
includes the headend equipment and the distribution
components. It also includes
the equipment at the user
site, commonly called a
"cable TV modem," which
converts the digital information into amodulated RF signal and demodulates it back
to digital information.
To insure the success of
the HFC network as adata
communications physical
layer, the disadvantages of
the system must be overcome. This is achieved through
cooperation between datacom and HFC equipment
manufacturers and service providers and through careful design and maintenance of HFC plants.
The first questions to be addressed are the requirements placed upon the HFC network by high-speed
data communications and the problems associated with
the use of the sub-split return band.
In order to install adata network, two-way communications must be provided on the cable system.
Four important parameters must be met to insure
proper operation of adata network over cable TV,
including:
V Balanced RF levels
V Flat frequency response
V Acceptable carrier-to-noise ratio
V Reduced interference.

Balancing RF levels
In most cases. the I
orward receive levels are fairly
well balanced from outlet to outlet because of the
requirements of FCC proof of performance and the customer demands for consistent picture quality.
Therefore, acable modem with adynamic range of 20
dB or more should operate on acable plant's forward
system with no special balancing. It is agood practice,
however, to adjust outlet receive signal levels to fall
within the middle of the dynamic range. Doing so will
allow for variations of levels resulting from aging
active components and temperature.
To set up this level, asignal is generated at the outlet
location on the assigned reverse frequency. Level is
"balanced" at the input to the translator at the headend
and then the forward (receive) assigned frequency is
measured back at the outlet location. This is also
known as around-trip or total loop measurement. At
worst case, this level should be +0 dBmV on acommercial HFC system. As mandated by the FCC stan-

dards, avideo signal should be no less than +3 dBmV
at the end of a100-foot drop cable.
The RF levels that are presented to the input of the
headend translator from all the installed locations
should be balanced. The nominal level and allowed
deviation are determined by the specifications for the
headend equipment and the nominal transmit level of
the modem.

Flat frequency response
While the balancing is being performed, the amplitude response should be measured across the assigned 6
MHz channels. Ideally, all frequencies across the 6
MHz bandwidth would be flat. To insure proper signal
detection and demodulation, the frequency response, or
amplitude variation, across the assigned channel should
be ±1 dB (2 dB peak-to-valley). This requirement is
specific to the digital data transmission. The FCC has
specified the in-channel response to be ±2 dB from
0.75 MHz to 5MHz with a6MHz channel. The ±1 dB
response imposed by
digital transmission is
Figure 3: QPSK constellation
usually attainable on
systems with long
amplifier cascades. If
needed, minor adjustments to the slope or
equalizers (if
adjustable) will usually bring the
response into this 2
dB window. Although
expected slope at an
installed location can
be calculated by
using the equation
below, an actual measurement is recommended.
Acceptable peakto-valley deviation (in
dB) =(N + 10) + 1
Where N is the Nth amp in cascade
Example: Acceptable peak-to-valley response at the
32nd amplifier in cascade would be:
(32 + 10) =3.2 + I=4.2 dB
To accomplish this measurement, aCW carrier is
injected in the allocated reverse channel from the
installed location in 500 kHz increments from one side
of the channel to the other. The amplitude is measured
and recorded.

In order to install
adata network,
two-way
communications
must be provided

Carrier-to-noise
Ihis is aratio expressed in dB of the peak RF signal
to the noise power density measured within aspecified
bandwidth. With video channels, this bandwidth is 4
MHz. The current standard mandated by the FCC is 40
dB (after July 1, 1995 it will be 43 dB). That is to say
that the average noise contained within a4MHz bandwidth is 40 dB down from the video carrier peak. If
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this ratio is decreased, the picture quality as
viewed from avideo monitor starts to degrade.
The requirements of the QPSK modulation
technique used for data transmission is >30 dB
carrier-to-noise measured over 6MHz. This is
not an issue because noise tends to be broadband in nature, and if the carrier-to-noise ratio
is being met and kept for video transmission,
then data is able to run in this same environment without problems.

Reduced interference
Another cable TV system parameter that
needs to be reviewed and inspected prior to
the installation of data channels is interference. Ingress is asignal on the cable TV system that originates from asignal which is generated and propagated over the air. An issue
may arise when installing sub-split systems
where the reverse channels are limited to the 5
MHz to 30 (42) MHz range. Running on par-

allel frequencies outside the cable TV system
are short-wave and Citizen Band radio frequencies. Corroded cable connections, distribution hardware breakdowns (leaky RF gaskets), and open shields on distribution cables
are some of the common examples of invitations to ingress.
The next area to be addressed is the limited
bandwidth available for data communications
use. The high demand for expanded television
programming,
combined with
the narrow
allotment of
return channels, requires
that datacom
modems provide the maximum reliable
data rate in the
minimum
occupied
bandwidth.
One method
of doing this
is to use a
spectrally efficient modulation technique when converting between baseband data signals and broadband HFC signals.
Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) is
one such technique which offers areliable
compromise between spectral efficiency,
robustness in the presence of interference and
noise, and ease of implementation.
Although QPSK modulation has been used
primarily in satellite communications, it has
also been utilized as amodulation scheme for
telephone data modems. From an RF viewpoint, the QPSK modulated data is unlike a
typical 6MHz video channel. Whereas the
video channel has three distinct carriers within
(video, chroma and audio), the QPSK modulated data appears as random "carriers"
throughout the assigned 6MHz channel when
viewed with aspectrum analyzer. QPSK modulation utilizes approximately 5MHz of RF
bandwidth to transmit 10 Mbps of data. When
used within astandard 6MHz RF channel,
adjacent channel operation is insured. This
equates to aspectral efficiency of 1.67
bits/hertz, (10*106bits divided by 6*106
hertz).
QPSK involves varying the phase of the carrier signal (sinusoid) depending on the digital
data to be sent. For example, adigital "1" might
be transmitted by a180-degree phase shift in
the carrier, and a"0" might correspond to a0degree phase shift. The "quadrature" aspect of
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Ethernet
broadband
solutions of
the past were
restricted to
limited
channel pairs

the modulation scheme means the carrier is being shifted
to one of four possible phases (0 degrees, 90 degrees,
180 degrees or 270 degrees) depending on the data to be
transmitted. In this case, each phase can correspond to
two bits of data: "11" can be transmitted by a90-degree
shift, "10" by 180 degrees, "01" by 270 degrees and
"00" by a0-degree phase shift. See Figure 3for more
detail.
The last disadvantage of the HFC network is the
availability of compatible datacom equipment.
Ethernet broadband solutions of the past were not
frequency agile and were restricted to limited
reverse/forward channel pairs. Although this may not
be an issue on less-populated cable systems such as
institutional or private systems, this can definitely be an
issue on aresidential HFC system where alimited
number of channels, if any, are available. The ability to
configure acable TV modem to transmit on any contiguous 6MHz channel not only provides flexibility
during installation, but also has the added benefit of
being able to "move away" from unwanted signals that
may be present and unavoidable within the low frequency reverse channels. A cable ready data communications modem should:
V Adhere to existing standards for both the datacom
and HFC environment.

V Provide flexibility through wide frequency range,
manageability and ease of configuration.
V Offer enough robustness to operate under avariety
of cable plant conditions.
An additional piece of equipment is required in the
headend between the reverse and forward systems. The
function of this equipment varies from simple frequency translation to complex remodulation and retiming.
Like the modems, the headend equipment is usually
supplied by the datacom manufacturer to meet the specific requirements of its system.

MAC layer protocol
Communications protocols provide the means of
access to aphysical media. For data to be communicated between end devices, mechanisms must be provided
for predictable and efficient utilization of the connecting media. Stable data bandwidth performance, robustness against problems, recovery from problems when
they do happen, fairness of access between nodes, and
operational information are all items that must be
addressed in order to provide reliable data communication channels.
A media access control (MAC) protocol provides the
mechanism that controls access to ashared communication media when there is more than two connected
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802.14 CATV committee as requirements for astandardized MAC protocol for the cable TV environment.
V The MAC and physical layer protocol must operate
in existing bi-directional infrastructures. This implies
support for everything from pure coax tree-and-branch
cable systems to the evolving HFC systems. Because of
the citywide deployment of these networks, distances
of up to 160 miles roundtrip through the
Forward path
headend must be supported. It is essential that
operation be within the standard frequency allocations set up by the cable operators and that the
scarce reverse channel frequencies be used effiRX
ciently.
op- Ethernet
Ir.- Ethernet
V The origination point for data, video conferences,
applications and information can be distributed
throughout the network based on the client/server
model and studies of Internet utilization patterns.
Assumptions that all information can originate at
Return path
the headend and propagate down the forward channel are just not valid. Data bandwidth rates on the
forward and reverse channels must support symmetspecific applications. Protocols that are popular and in
rical data transfers and account for the distributed comwide distribution include:
puter and multimedia models that have become standard
in the industry. Data rates of 10 Mbps on the forward and
V Ethernet. Originally developed by Xerox, it has since
reverse channels are equal to Ethernet data rates.
been defined and standardized by the IEEE as an industry standard 802.3. It uses the Carrier Sense Multiple
V The cable TV network supports alarge user community and therefore requires fair and stable access to a
Access with Collision Detection protocol (CSMA/CD),
large number of end nodes that remains robust under
allowing multiple connections (multiple access) to listen until no signals are detected (carrier sense), transvarying data conditions. Because the applications being
mitting and verifying that no more than one signal is
run at any time, and the number of applications is indepresent on the cable (collision detection).
terminate, the access protocol must dynamically adjust
If acollision occurs, the connected device that
to optimize operating conditions under varying operatattempted transmission will retransmit the same data
ing conditions. Different applications require different
after arandom length of time. Ethernet provides almost
levels of performance, and therefore, the network proinstantaneous access under light loads but tends to bog
tocol should allow multiple levels of performance and
down with heavier loads, especially on longer networks.
prioritization.
V Token Ring. Originally developed by IBM, it has
V Many thousands of man-years of application software development exist, and the cable TV MAC must
also been standardized by the IEEE under the 802.5
take advantage of this. Many applications are written to
designation. A token is passed from connected device
the 10 Mbps data rates provided by Ethernet, and thereto connected device with the device holding the token
fore, the protocol must provide equal or better perforonly being allowed to put data on the network. In this
mance levels to avoid disappointment and frustration
way, access to the network is deterministic under
on the part of the end user.
heavy data loads but has high latency access under
V The MAC protocol developed for cable TV must not
light loads.
limit the types of applications possible, otherwise, large
market segments will be excluded, forcing areduction
Cable TV for data communications
in revenue potential. Bulk, interactive and multimedia
Currently available standardized protocols are not
traffic must be supported efficiently, regardless of the
acceptable for cable TV because of distance and performix or number of current users.
mance limitations. The recently formed IEEE 802.14
V The coax cable used by cable television is ashared
committee is chartered to address this issue and provide
media among many connected devices, with each havaprotocol that is suited for this application.
ing varying expectation of performance and ability to
A cable TV MAC protocol must be provided that
access. Efficient resolution of contention for the
allows the peer-to-peer communication of many multimedia and minimization of the latency to accomplish
media devices in amultidrop environment. This protocol must efficiently use the existing tree-and-branch
this must be provided, regardless of the traffic mix
and levels. CIED
infrastructure and account for operation in acitywide
environment.
Next month, an access protocol for cable will be disThe following is alist of important operating characcussed, as well as internetworking and networking
teristics in ametropolitan area environment. Many of
1,1(magement issues.
these characteristics are being discussed within the IEEE
users. It acts as the traffic cop, assuring fair and orderly
admittance to the data highway and directing drivers to
the best route that meets their needs.
Multiple MAC protocols exist, each one developed
to best meet the needs of the connected users and provide them the levels of service necessary to run their

Figure 4
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Data transmission
interference
in CATV systems

Squeezing data
close to video

must be made to achieve desirable performance.
The upstream path may also carry both
video and data (e.g., video conferencing), or
may simply carry data. In any event, interference issues must be considered when planning
the addition of data transmission to asystem.

By William Sward, Sr RF Engineer, XEL
Communications Inc.

M

odern CATV systems will carry data as
well as video information over the same cable
plant. The addition of data transmission to an
existing CATV system, however, requires an
understanding of the potential for interference
between the data and the video.
The downstream path is expected to carry
data and video from the headend to the subscriber. The data will typically be transmitted
in spectral "openings" within the 50 MHz to
750 MHz downstream bandwidth. It is advantageous to transmit as much data as possible
without degrading the video signals. To maximize the data throughput and spectrum utilization, it's desirable to squeeze the data channel(s) very close to the television channel(s).
On the other hand, interference issues suggest
that the data and video channels be separated
by areasonable amount. Various trade-offs

Baseband data spectrum
Most data transmission is characterized as a
random bit stream where each bit is identified
as a1or a0by its corresponding voltage
level. Data represented in this manner is
referred to as non-return to zero (NRZ) data.
The bandwidth of abaseband NRZ signal is a
function of the data rate and is illustrated in
Figure I. The shape of the power spectrum is
the classic [sin (nx)/(n)1 2 [also referred to as
sinc (x)] for arandom NRZ bit stream (The
composite filtering is the combination of
transmit filtering in the RF modem and receive
filtering in the television channel of interest).

Figure 1: NRZ baseband spectrum

o

The nulls of the sinc (x) function occur at integer multiples of the bit rate. Notice that the
spectrum theoretically extends indefinitely
with the sidelobes of the sinc (x) function. The
sidelobes represent potential interference to
adjacent channels, if not adequately filtered.

Nyquist minimum bandwidth
The Nyquist theorem states that asystem
bandwidth (at baseband) of at least one-half
the symbol rate is required to properly recover
the data. Recalling that the first null of the
sinc (x) function is located
at afrequency
equal to the
data rate, only
one-half of
the mainlobe
is theoretically required to
recover the
original data.
Non-ideal filtering
requires practical systems
to transmit
more than
one-half of
the mainlobe
of the data spectrum. Typical system bandwidths are 30 percent to 100 percent greater
than the Nyquist bandwidth (in other words,
65 percent to 100
percent of the
mainlobe bandwidth). The
remainder of the
sinc (x) mainlobe
and sidelobes are
ideally filtered out.
However, nonideal filtering
allows residual
energy to be transmitted and possibly interfere with
closely spaced
adjacent channels.

Interference

issues must be

considered

when planning
the addition

of data

RF modulation

2

3

4

Frequency/Data rate, Hz/bps
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5

6

For more efficient transmission,
data is typically
modulated onto an
RF carrier prior to
transmission.
Typical RF modulation schemes
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Innovative Solutions For Delivering
Residential Broadband Services.

ADC is the leader in the development, design and

To manage your network, ADC

deployment of residential broadband networks. Whether

offers acomplete suite of broad-

you're upgrading an existing telephony or video network or

band network management hard-

building it from scratch, ADC's Homeworx HFC access plat-

ware and software. These systems

form is the most cost effective, end-to-end transport solu-

integrate seamlessly into any ser-

tion available today. With flexible sizing and service com-

vice environment. And the soft-

ponents, the Homeworx platform permits a"pay-as-you-go"

ware-based, centralized administra-

method of responding to changing technology and market

tion and management system also improves performance,

demands.

allowing preemptive responses to problems before they

Maximum deployment flexibility is ensured with the

i
mpact users.

fiber-fed Homeworx ISX integrated services access node.
Surrounding the ISX
package is the video ser-

ADC's high performance video
ertitil

11111.01101110.111liii

vices node cabinet, an

_ and baseband RF transmission

the RF amplifier, power
receivers and status
monitoring modules.
For regional video networks and video

products provide on-demand test
and access points for broadband

aluminum housing for
supply, transmitters,

signal distribution coax interface

signals.
Committed to innovative practical solutions, ADC is
the home of broadband. For more information on end-toend solutions for residential broadband services, call us at
1800 366-3891.

trunking, ADC's digital transmission system
provides unmatched flexibility. Compatible
with the widest range of video formats and
scrambling techniques, the system carries up
to 16 channels of digitized, uncompressed video over
fiber at speeds up to 2.4 Gbps.

'Telecommunications

Figure 2

Data

LPF

Baseband

RF

/

BPF

\

To CATV
plant

RF source

RF data transmitter

TV video/audio modulators

include BPSK, QPSK and QAM. Each modulation scheme has an associated RF bandwidth
efficiency which is typically described in
terms of bps/Hz, where the system bandwidth
is assumed to be the Nyquist RF bandwidth.
Note that the Nyquist RF bandwidth is twice
as wide as the Nyquist baseband bandwidth
for double-sided modulation schemes. For
example, BPSK modulation can support 1bps
of NRZ data for each 1Hz of transmitted RF

spectrum.
QPSK is popular, because it has twice the
bandwidth efficiency (2 bps/Hz) of BPSK for
the same bit error rate (BER) performance. On
the other hand, 16 QAM has an RF bandwidth
efficiency of 4bps/Hz, but requires more signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) than QPSK to achieve
the same bit error rate. And 64 and 256 QAM
yield higher bandwidth efficiencies (6 bps/Hz
and 8bps/Hz, respectively), but at the expense

of worse BER for agiven SNR. This becomes
an increasingly important factor as interference power degrades the system SNR (e.g., in
the upstream path).

Filtering
The data stream is usually filtered prior to
transmission to limit the bandwidth of the
transmitted spectrum. This prevents out-ofband energy from interfering with signals in

BROADBAND NETWORK
PROTECTION SYSTEMS
Joslyn offers products that solve your current Broadband
Network Protection requirements at the subscriber drop. Our
integrated Network Interface/Protection System is designed
to protect both twisted-pair and coax drops, and offers easy
installation and maintenance—all in one convenient housing.

NETWORK INTERFACE DEVICE The 7090 series Network
Interface Device is designed for outdoor use in any singleor multi-pair residential or commercial installation. It can be
configured in pair counts from 1to 6or 4pair/2 coaxial lines.

HYBRID STATION PROTECTOR The 356H hybrid gas

tube/MOV station protector provides protection against lightning surges, power-cross conditions and ground potential
rises on twisted-pair conductors serving subscriber premises.

COAXIAL PROTECTOR The 1740-01-H18 coaxial protector
provides protection against damaging surges and has afailshort mechanism in the event of dangerous power-crosses
on 75-ohin coax lines.

YOU NEED JOSLYN PROTECTION
J

To find out more about the
Joslyn Broadband Protection Systems,
please call Mark Cronin at

OSLY
,
LECTRON C SYS,FMS
,
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A JOSLYN COMPANY

(800) 752-8068
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Figure 3: RF data and transmit filtering
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-30

40
44.5

46.5

48.5

50.5

adjacent spectrum. Nonetheless, out-of-band
energy may spill over into adjacent channels
due to non-ideal filtering. This energy may
introduce an interfering signal to adjacent television and/or data channels, and may degrade
the carrier-to-noise ratio of the adjacent televiFigure 4: Transmitted data spectrum

out further attenuation.
Filtering at the transmitter may
be increased to reduce the interference to adjacent channels. The
transmit filtering may be done
-Modem transmit filter shape
directly on the data before it is modUnfiltered data signal
ulated onto the carrier, after modulation, or both, as shown in Figure
2. In any case, care must be taken to
avoid distortion through "over filtering."
Realizable LC filters present a
fundamental trade-off between
amplitude roll-off (selectivity) and
phase linearity. From an interference
point of view, it's desirable to have
maximum selectivity and approach
the amplitude response of the ideal
brick-wall filter. However, apoorly
designed LC filter may exhibit significant phase distortion which
results in intersymbol interference
(ISI) during demodulation. ISI
exists when signal distortion causes
the received pulses to overlap one
58.5
60.5
52.5
54.5
56.5
another. The "tail" of one pulse
Frequency, MHz
overlaps the adjacent symbol interval and interferes with the detection process.
sion and/or data channel by increasing the
Excessive ISI will degrade the bit error rate of
overall noise level.
adata communications system.
Additional filtering is usually present in the
Transversal filters such as surface acoustic
receiver, but once the energy has spilled within
wave (SAW) filters enable the simultaneous
the bandwidth of the adjacent channel, it will
optimization of the amplitude and phase
be passed to that channel's demodulator withresponse.
Thus, SAW
filters enable
high selectivity and linear
phase. The
trade-off is
that SAW filters are generally more
expensive and d
lossy than LC 5
filters. Digital
filters may
also be used on the data stream prior to modulation. The filter of choice is dependent upon
the unique requirements of each application.

The filter of

choice is

dependent upon

the unique

requirements of

each application

Carrier-to-noise ratio

46.5

48.5

50.5

52.5

54.5

Frequency, MHz

38

56.5

The interference power that spills over from
an adjacent data channel can be considered as
an additional noise source to the channel of
interest. This will degrade the carrier-to-noise fâ
ratio in that channel. The amount of degradation is dependent upon several factors. These
include: (a) the relative power of the desired
signal to the adjacent channel signal; (b) the
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Call your Philips representative today.
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A cable operator wants to add
a
downstream
data path to the
o
system. The power of the data
signal is initially set equal to the
Television tuner filtering
power of the picture carrier. A
-5
Transmitted data signal
data rate of 4Mbps is required,
and the selected center frequency
for the data channel is 52.5
-15
MHz. Assume atelevision channel is at adirectly adjacent,
higher frequency, with the picco
ture carrier at 55.25 MHz (no
o-25
guardbands are present between
o
data and television signal). The
data modem operates with NRZ
E -35
•cc
bit representation, QPSK modulation and no forward error correction (FEC).
-45
The RF (double-sided)
Nyquist bandwidth for QPSK at
4Mbps is 2MHz. The null-tonull RF data bandwidth for this
-55
scenario is 4MHz. For the
example, the data transmitter is
assumed to be bandlimited to 3
-65
MHz. Assume the transmitted
66.5
68.5
60.5
62.5
64.5
44.5
46.5
48.5
50.5
52.5
54.5
56.5
58.5
data is filtered with acomposite
Frequency, MHz
of -3 dB to -40 dB filter shape
factor of 2:1. The amplitude response of this
channel spacing; (c) the data rate; (d) the moddata channel spacing. The selected RF data
filter (an ideal 5th order Chebychev with 0.3
ulation scheme; and (e) the composite filtering
modem will generally determine the moduladB ripple) and the data spectrum are illustrated
on the interfering signal.
tion scheme, data rate and transmit filtering
in Figure 3. The resulting transmitter output
In most instances, the cable operator will
characteristics.
spectrum after filtering is shown in Figure 4
have control over the relative power levels and
As an example, consider the following:
(the scale has been expanded for clarity). Note
Figure 6: Interference to TV channel
that the mainlobe of the spectrum is passed
5
without attenuation, while the sidelobes are
significantly reduced, but not completely elimo
inated.
Television tuner filtering
_
-5
The attenuated sidelobe power will appear
Residual interference power
as
interference or as an additional noise source
-10
to the adjacent television channel. The televi-15
sion channel is assumed to have receive filtering with a-3 dB to -40 dB shape factor of 2:1
-20
(again, modeled as an ideal 5th order
Chebychev
with 0.3 dB ripple). Figure 5
o -25
shows the transmitted data spectrum overlapai
o -30
ping the television tuner/IF filtering. Note that
although the peak amplitudes are clearly sepaE -35
•c
rated in frequency, the spectrums overlap at
lower amplitudes.
-40
The interference power that passes through
-45
both the data transmit filtering and television
tuner filtering is shown in Figure 6. It is clearly
-50
not CW (continuous wave) nor white Gaussian
noise, but rather, it's modulated interference.
-55
This interference may be quantified by peak
-60
carrier-to-peak interference ratio, or by average
carrier-to-noise ratio where the interference
65
68.5 power is treated as an additional noise source.
60.5
62.5
64.5
66.5
44.5 46.5
48.5
50.5
52.5
54.5
56.5
58.5
The total noise-plus-interference power is calFrequency, MHz
Figure 5: Data adjacent to TV channel

40
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The exclusive

software
they developed takes the guesswork
out of fiber optic testing.

The extraordinary operating capabilities of our OTDR and Mini-OTDR
are due to very savvy engineering and brilliant software called "FAS":
Fiber Analysis Software. It's in our OTDRs and PC software packages to
make operation goof-proof and fast.
FAS is your "built-in expert" in both full-featured units and provides
you with single button automatic fault location. And FAS gives you a
fully characterized fiber from end to end in seconds. FAS results can be
displayed in tabular form, or event by event on the trace waveform. No
doubt about it, our programmers have made fiber optic testing as
easy as can be.
If you like the software, you'll love the hardware.
y
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For over two decades, Laser Precision's made nothing but fiber
optic test equipment. It shows when you examine our OTDRs.
Each gives you aneat, complete fiber media test set that's rugged,
reliable and easy to use. And both provide high resolution and
long haul performance in asingle test set. Which is easy to see,
because all of our OTDRs have high contrast, 7" displays.
l
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we'll
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andCall
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needs.
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and for
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power of the data signal can be reduced by
10 dB while maintaining an adequate BER,
both carrier to interference ratios will
increase by 10 dB.
The cable operator can also improve
performance by increasing the channel
spacing (i.e., adding aguardband).
Modems are typically designed with a
built-in guardband so the operator isn't
required to add one. Figure 7shows an
increased channel spacing where the data
signal is moved lower in frequency by 500
kHz to acenter frequency of 52.0 MHz.
The residual interference power is shown
in Figure 8. The resulting peak carrier-topeak interference power ratio is 44.9 dB,
an improvement of 8.5 dB. The average
carrier to average interference ratio is 46.6
dB, an improvement of 5.4 dB.

Figure 7: Wider channel separation
5

•
elevision

tuner filtering -

ransmitted data signal

0

-25

1:3
0

-30

Q.

E -35
-40
-45
-50

Conclusions

-55

This example has made several assumptions
to simplify the analysis. In real life,
-60
the transmit and receive filter's ultimate
-65
rejection will be finite, temperature effects
66.5
68.5
52.5
54.5
56.5
58.5
60.5
62.5
64.5
44.5 46.5
48.5
50.5
will cause filter responses and local oscilFrequency, MHz
lators to drift, filter characteristics may be
different, and so on.
to-peak interference ratio is 36.4 dB. The averculated by integrating the residual sidelobe
Guardbands are typically included in
age carrier to average interference power ratio
power over the bandwidth of the television
modem designs to minimize the possibility of
is 41.2 dB.
channel. This average interference power is
adjacent channel interference under all operatPerformance can be improved by reducing
then added to the noise floor to determine the
ing conditions. This allows the cable operator
the power of the data signal with respect to the
resulting carrier-to-noise ratio.
freedom
to place the data channel adjacent to
power
of
the
television
signal.
If
the
relative
For this example, the resulting peak carriertelevision channels without inserting addiFigure 8: Interference to TV channel
tional frequency spacing.
5
A similar issue exists for television signals
interfering
with the data channel. The treato
ment
of
that
topic is similar to the developITelevision tuner filtering
-5
ment
presented
here.
Residual interference power A well-designed RF data modem will min-10
imize adjacent channel interference to ensure
its
peaceful coexistence with television chan-15
nels. If necessary, the cable operator also has
-20
the ability to improve performance by
increasing channel spacing and/or adjusting
the relative amplitudes of the data and television signals. CED
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Can Your Architecture
Stand the Test of Time?
Can your broadband architecture support video on demand,
targeted ads and telephony — as well as help you compete
effectively? Scientific-Atlanta's Fiber-to-the-Serving Area
architectures not only accommodate today's expanded bandwidth needs, but offer the built-in flexibility and reliability for
the interactive future.

And we provide much more than advanced ardiitectures. It's
acomplete end-to-end solution. Fiber optic, distribution and
headend systems to implement your new FSA architecture
at alow life-cycle cost. With subscriber systems to bring
it all home.
So make sure your broadband network will stand the test
of time. Call Scientific-Atlanta today at 800-433-6222 or fax
us at 404-903-3088.
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High-speed data
'1ongatlg
1: Castro tor the
consumer market

cable TV network, such as the Castro Valley
system. Other configurations using the public
switched telephone network (PSTN) for
upstream communications are available for use
in more typical cable TV systems that have
not yet been upgraded to support two-way
communications.
The system uses the standard TCP/IP
(Transport Control Protocol/Internet Protocol)
networking software to enable home PC users
to connect to the Internet and popular on-line
services such as Prodigy and America Online.
Furthermore, the high-speed distribution network paves the way for delivering multimedia
services to mass markets.
Current multimedia industry efforts, with
switched digital baseband video, dual-coax,
and other full service networks, generally
require some form of equipment upgrade to
the cable distribution plant. This involves sig-

By Ed Mount, Vice President of Marketing,
Hybrid Networks Inc.

T
here are currently several high-speed "cable

modem" trials underway in the United States.
One of these is anew system network architecture, dubbed "Hybrid Access System," or
HAS, that was specifically designed for services to homes, schools and small offices. The
system is currently undergoing afield trial in
Viacom's Castro Valley, Calif. system, in conjunction with Intel Corp. and General
Instrument.
The architecture provides an asymmetric
bandwidth connection for the user: ahighspeed network-to-user (downstream) connection coupled with alower speed user-to-net- work (upstream) connection. This configuration is engineered to take full advantage of a
modern, two-way, hybrid fiber/coax (HFC)

Figure 1: Viacom 's Castro Valley subsplit cable TV distribution network
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(where the HAS PoP is
located. see Figure 2)
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Technology alternatives
The notion of an information superhighway
and the convergence of the telephone, television, data communications, computer and consumer electronics industries into one information industry has created aflurry of technical
and marketing activities. As aresult, it has
become increasingly difficult to judge the
potential of agiven new technology, or to
determine whether it will grow. There are a
number of potential technologies that are
capable of providing high-bandwidth distribution for on-line services, including:
V Symmetric LAN over cable TV technologies, including Ethernet, isochronous Ethernet,
and FDDI to provide wideband remote access;
V Fiber-to-the-curb (FTTC) Sonet/ATM endto-end architectures providing digital voice,
video and data services over one distribution
network;
V Other digital fiber-in-the-loop (FITL) architectures providing digital voice, video and data
services over one distribution network; and
V Hybrid fiber/coax (HFC) networks providing both analog and digital services over one
distribution network.
Key parameters for astrategic analysis of
these proposed technologies must include the
availability of high-bandwidth two-way capability, ubiquity for service deployment, low
cost, near-term availability of the distribution
network and changes in federal regulation
rates that might affect areturn on the investment. The HFC architecture meets these criteria, given its ability to support amix and
match of various independent downstream and
upstream channels.

Early deployment ot interactivity

7 7
5MHz

nificant capital investment, strategic alliances
between many parties, and digging to put fiber
in the ground. Prior experience indicates that
digging and equipment upgrades are costly
and time-consuming. The HAS capitalizes on
current, in-ground distribution networks so
that services can be deployed today. The architecture is fully compatible with HFC networks
and will evolve with these distribution nets as
they begin to provide telephony, cable television and data services over afull service network architecture.

From atechnology and end user equipment
perspective, broadband services can be categorized as TV-centric or PC-centric services. The
differences in the PC-centric services and the
TV-centric services are subtle and distinct.
Interactive TV-centric services such as
video-on-demand, near-video-on-demand,
enhanced pay-per-view and home shopping
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INTERACTIVE TELEVISION
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The Convergence '95' Interactive Television Conference and Expo is
the premier event for the rapidly developing interactive television
industry. This conference, part of the acclaimed Convergence 95TM
Conference Series, delves into the issues at the heart of interactive television today. Convergence '95' provides you the
insights and networking opportunities you need by
bringing together a concentrated audience of people,
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only on the fringes of interactive television! Be apart
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•
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referred to as asubsplit system, employs 5
MHz to 30 MHz (or more recently, 5MHz to
42 MHz) for upstream signaling, and upwards
of 500 MHz for downstream video distribution
(see Figure 1). A typical midsplit system uses
5MHz to 200 MHz in the upstream and 250
MHz and up for the downstream distribution.
Midsplit systems are much less common than
subsplit systems.
The cable TV industry has not yet reached a
consensus regarding what constitutes atwoway cable plant. Some HFC systems assume
use of various modulation techniques to
improve the efficiency of upstream transmission. The Orlando Full Service Network built
by Time Warner assumes use of 695 MHz to
735 MHz in a1GHz spectrum for upstream
traffic. The US West Omaha trial is adual
coax system with cable A carrying subsplit 5
MHz to 30 MHz upstream, and cable B providing 5MHz to 112 MHz for upstream. The

separate 6MHz downstream channel which is
broadcast over the cable distribution network.
In this arrangement, data transmission over
cable does require two (one up, one down) 6MHz cable channels, one for transmitting and
the other for receiving. Data transmitted by the
client PC is sent over a6MHz channel in the 5
MHz to 30 (or 42) MHz area.
In order for asymmetric network to operate, the upstream and downstream rates must
be equal. For its part, 64 QAM allows data
rates of 30 Mbps to be transmitted in a6MHz
downstream channel (5 bits per hertz). For a
symmetric network to supply 30 Mbps of data
in the downstream direction, the upstream
must also be 30 Mbps. However, due to noise
and ingress, the upstream modulation scheme
cannot be 64 QAM. It must be limited to FSK,
QPSK, or possibly 16 QAM. To transmit at 30
Mbps in the upstream direction will require at
least 15 MHz of bandwidth using QPSK. This

Figure 2: The HAS configuration at Viacom in Castro Valley
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Networking protocols
The Internet provides users with access to
global information, including Wide Area
Information Servers (WAIS), World Wide Web
(WWW) hypertext-based servers, e-mail,
USENET newsgroups (bulletin boards for
numerous specialty topics from around the
world), File Transfer Protocol (which allows
for transfer of information between locations),
Telnet (which allows aremote login to another
Internet-connected computer), and Internet
Relay Chat (which provides live dialogue
among Internet users.) With an estimated 30
million Internet subscribers worldwide, the
global network has reached acritical mass in
generating support (commercial) services such
as NetMarket, CommerceNet and LibertyNet.
Delphi, CompuServe, America Online,
Prodigy and many other service providers are
beginning to provide gateways to and from the
Internet to maximize business opportunities.
From anetworking and architectural perspective, access to the Internet resulted in the
selection of TCP/IP as the networking protocol. On the consumer PC side, as well as on
the network platform side, modifications to
TCP/IP networking software are used to manage asymmetric bandwidth connections.

Architectural overview
Remote site (e.g. home)

is more than 50 percent of the useable space in
the 5MHz to 30 MHz upstream spectrum.
In addition, this symmetric system would
require amuch more complex headend
Symmetric bandwidth LAN on cable
repeater, since it would have to translate
between QPSK in the upstream direction and
Broadband data services can be delivered
64 QAM in the downstream direction. This
over current cable television networks by modexcessive bandwidth and complex headend
ulating data onto one or more 6MHz TV channels. The cable spectrum is divided into increrequirement is expected to prevent symmetric
systems from achieving rates greater than
ments of 6MHz each, carrying the equivalent
of one analog television channel. When aclient
about 10 Mbps.
As full service networks capable of deliverPC transmits data, the signal is sent out in a6
ing telephony, television and data applications
MHz upstream channel to the cable headend.
emerge, the HAS architecture will evolve
At the headend, the signal is repeated, usually
with aheterodyne processor, and inserted into a toward more symmetric network configura-

Castro Valley trial assumes the use of the more
conventional 5MHz to 30 MHz subsplit frequencies for upstream traffic.
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tions. However, it will continue to support
asymmetric bandwidth services over the network. So far, studies indicate that symmetric
LANs over cable architectures are an expensive solution in the near-term.
The upstream spectrum in the subsplit
region may be allocated for telephony and data
applications as well as interactive television
applications. For client-server applications and
in networks with limited upstream capacity, an
asymmetric bandwidth architecture over cable
may prove to be amore practical choice.

Figure 2shows an overview of the HAS
asymmetric bandwidth architecture. The end
user residence uses aconventional splitter for
the television cable so that the residence has
access to entertainment services along with the
data services delivered to the PC. The cable
drop is connected to acable adapter, which
provides either an Ethernet or adirect bus connection to the user PC. Information received
from the cable data channel is extracted by the
adapter and is sent to the PC for further processing. The user response, consisting of key
strokes and mouse clicks, is captured and sent
over the upstream cable TV connection using
narrowband, robust modulation techniques.
In cable TV systems without upstream
capabilities, this traffic would be processed
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through atelephone modem connection. This
upstream link will terminate at the HAS point
of presence (PoP). Data (content) for the
enhanced service provider is either located at a
centralized server at the PoP or it is connected
to the PoP via awide area network high-speed
link to the provider's central server facilities.
Downstream data for the remote PC end users
is then modulated onto a6MHz analog cable
television signal by the routers at the PoP. The
resulting data channel is sent to cable television headends, where it is combined with other
programming and distributed over the HFC
cable TV network.

Comparing the different approaches
One of the primary limitations of the LANover-cable symmetric architecture is that it does
not include the concept of aPoP. It is apeer-topeer system, and any remote home user can
dominate the data communications channel
without giving the cable TV operator control
over the situation. For example, separate home
users can start continuous file transfers between
their home PCs using the entire capacity of the
channel. Without aPoP-centric architecture, it's
significantly more difficult to manage such a
situation. The cable TV operator must monitor
the packet transmissions on the channel and set
up abilling service that charges per packet. This
might not be received well by customers and
would not necessarily stop users from abusing
the system and flooding the channels. Routers
at aPoP, conversely, can be programmed to prevent traffic flood situations.
Another key limitation with LAN on cable
is scalability. In order to scale this type of system, the cable TV operator needs to provide at
least two or three subsplit 6-MHz channels for
the service. Since cable TV operators will
want to reserve subsplit bandwidth for other
applications such as telephony and interactive
TV services, it will be difficult for them to
allocate bandwidth to scale asymmetric LAN
on cable architecture.
On the other hand, the HAS does not have
this limitation. Downstream channels can be
added without consuming additional upstream
subsplit channels. The asymmetric architecture, although technically more complex to
design, has unlimited growth potential by
decoupling the upstream data rates from the
downstream data rates. Most importantly, it
can be configured to only use anumber of 100
kHz-wide sub-channels in the upstream direction, while the rest of the upstream subsplit
bandwidth can be reserved for both telephony
and interactive TV services.
Finally, aLAN on cable system is wasteful
of upstream and downstream bandwidth.
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Upstream traffic that is destined to go off-network travels through the downstream channel.
This prevents other subscribers from using the
downstream bandwidth for their own applications. In addition, collision detection, no matter how efficient, reduces available bandwidth.
Conversely, the HAS operates its downstream
channels up to saturation without causing any
traffic congestion or other related problems.
Requiring the use of 6MHz in the upstream
direction is also wasteful. It gives home users
the additional speed required for video conferencing applications, but requires the cable TV
operator to find additional upstream bandwidth.
The asymmetric approach
does not automatically give
the home user
excess
upstream
bandwidth.
Rather, it
allows the
cable TV operator to provide
it upon request
for an additional premium fee.
Symmetric connections are therefore possible
with the HAS, but are available without compromising the rest of the system.

Cable TV

operators will

want to reserve

subsplit

bandwidth

for other

applications

Field trial objectives
The HAS system trial in Castro Valley features typical cable customers using the system
to gain access to anumber of interactive services via their PCs.
An important first step in realizing the
strategic, financial and business goals is to
understand the value chain for on-line services.
In the multimedia and on-line services industry, independent software developers and content owners bring the information to packagers
or content integrators (enhanced service
providers) such as Prodigy and America
Online. The enhanced service providers package the information and present auniform
easy-to-access interface to the end user. Some
of the major on-line service providers attract
advertisement revenue as the content is regularly viewed by alarge number of consumers
in the mass media. Service ubiquity is an
important parameter to successfully reaping
the benefits of advertising revenues.
The enhanced service providers use a
nationwide network such as the Internet to
provide information to different regions. A
local access provider such as atelephone corn-

pany, cable company, or acombination of both
may be used to deliver services to the last
mile. For the emerging interactive multimedia
services industry, the enhanced service
provider—network service provider—access
provider chain forms the distribution network
between content owners and the end user. All
partners are examining these concepts with
real subscribers in order to determine the most
effective business scenarios for their broadband multimedia service offerings. The user
feedback will also be useful in determining the
best user interface and will help the proponents understand the necessary customer service requirements.

What operators should look for
Cable TV operators thinking about offering
their own PC-over-cable services should keep
in mind the following issues when selecting a
system:
V Scalability. Operators should select system
architectures that scale the service to tens and
hundreds of thousands of PC users.
V Configuration flexibility. Operators should
select asystem that utilizes their cable TV
coax plant "as is" to offer PC services. As user
demand increases, the system should offer several growth alternatives. These include supporting more downstream channels, HFC
fiber-to-the-node architectures and two-way
cable TV plants.
V Traffic control. Operators should select a
system architecture that allows them to exercise traffic control on the network.
Consequently, one or two PC users should not
be allowed to dominate the entire bandwidth
of the network in either the upstream or downstream directions.
V Service management. Operators need controls over home PC users who take advantage
of their high-speed connection to offer their
own high-speed services while only paying for
the lowest monthly rate.
V Bandwidth utilization. Operators need to
make sure that the system that they select is
not wasteful of bandwidth, especially in the
upstream direction.
V Overall system management and security.
The system selected requires tracking and
billing of individual services and general troubleshooting. Built-in security and encryption
capabilities are also very important. CIED
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The high-speed
CAN data
revolution

Prospects for
near-term revenues
By Ken Pyle, Product Manager,
E/0 Networks

Arevolution is impending that will transform

today's primarily entertainment-driven cable
television networks into citywide, local area
networks. These networks, built from the
foundation of today's CATV infrastructure,
will provide residential customers with highspeed data connections to various remote service providers, such as America Online and
Prodigy. The throughput speeds promise to be
in excess of 100 times an ISDN line, while
priced similarly to what asecond telephone
line would cost from today's telephone service
provider.
Further, the technology will allow complete
bypass of the local exchange carrier (LEC).
This will have asignificant impact on the
LECs, as it is estimated that up to 50 percent
of the traffic carried on the public switched

network is data.' This article provides an
overview of the business motivations,the technology implementation, and the advantages
and issues surrounding this exciting new service. Finally, it briefly touches upon the application of this type of service in rural areas.

Business motivations
The Cable Television Act of 1992 and the
resulting FCC regulation of the cable industry
provided aframework for what acable operator could charge for certain services. In turn,
this has caused the operators to look for
unregulated revenue sources, such as pay-perview (PPV), local advertising, interactive
games and digital music. Thus, the major
MSOs (multiple system operators) have all
proposed residential, high-speed data services,
as these services offer the prospects of near
term, unregulated revenues.
In fact, the revenue potential is enormous.

CATV network configured for high-speed data services
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Rogers Cablesystems, aCanadian MSO with
more than 2million subscribers, expects half
of its revenues to be derived from PC services
by the turn of the century. 2Of the 36 million
PCs in the United States, only 5.5 million are
connected to on-line services, leaving an
immense untapped market.lAdditionally, the
prospect of connecting residences to the
Internet is very enticing, as the Internet is
experiencing explosive growth that is estimated at 50 percent to 100 percent per year. 4This
growth rate is attractive to the MS0s, given
basic cable's relatively slow growth of approximately four percent.
Another benefit of these on-line services is
that they will not directly cannibalize the cable
operators' existing service base. For instance,
PPV generates additional revenues, but some
of those revenues are potentially taken from
existing cable programming, such as pay services like HBO. High-speed data services,
however, are more likely to be substitutes for
services offered by competitors, such as the
LEC, or are more likely to create new markets,
such as interactive home shopping. The implication of these new markets is that the cable
operator may not face effective competition in
some service niches and will be able to dominate those areas. Lastly, market studies from
several research firms confirm that the highspeed data service is more viable and more
likely to provide significant near term revenues than other advanced services, such as
video-on-demand.
Momentum is building for implementing
high-speed data services, as service providers,
cable operators and equipment manufacturers
are all readying product. Both America Online
and Prodigy have made commitments to provide this service, while Comcast is going to
provide high-speed Internet access to all of its
3.3 million subscribers by 1999. Other cable
operators which are trialing or are planning
wide-scale deployment of these services
include TCI, Continental, Cablevision
Systems, Viacom, Cox and Jones Intercable.
Well established consumer and industrial
manufacturers are supplying or gearing up to
supply this technology. They include: Digital
Equipment Corp., Hewlett Packard, Intel,
General Instrument, Scientific-Atlanta and
Zenith. Today, the price for an RF modem
ranges from $500 to $5,000, but, as with telephony modems, it is anticipated that these
prices will decrease significantly with volume
and will approach $100 within afew years.
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based wide area networks (WAN) which were
widely installed in the 1980s for intra-business
and campus data connectivity. Typically, in
those configurations, acoaxial cable television
network was used to connect LANs (local area
networks) located in various buildings into a
larger WAN. Essentially, the RF coaxial system became ashared data bus with all users or
LANs contending for its bandwidth. A bridge
provided the interface to connect the various
LANs with the RF, coaxial system.
Today's systems are similar, in that they
also treat the cable system as ashared bus and
require abridging function to go between the
baseband data and the RF format. Some
schemes provide symmetrical data rate transmission for the upstream and downstream signals, while others provide asymmetrical
upstream and downstream transmission, where
the upstream is slower than the downstream.
Commercially available products offer downstream transmission from 500 Kbps to 10
Mbps with upstream data rates of 128 Kbps to
10 Mbps. Products under development from
the partnership of General Instrument, Hybrid
Networks and Intel promise to yield down-

stream rates to 30 Mbps.
As with any bus type system, the per-user
throughput of this type of system is traffic
dependent. The traffic is dependent upon customer usage, service penetration level and
node size. In the downstream direction, each
500 Kbps to 10 Mbps data channel will occupy 1.5 to 6MHz (one NTSC modulated television channel) of bandwidth. The upstream
signals occupy between 100 kHz to 6MHz of
bandwidth. Multiple data channels can be put
onto acoaxial system, thus multiplying the
effective data rate of the system.
One of the enabling technologies is the
extensive use of fiber optics in the cable TV
network. What this technology has done is to
divide the cable system into multiple cells of
typically 500 homes, about the size of the
intra-business and campus WANs described
previously. This provides greater bandwidth
per subscriber and limits sources of ingress,
making the upstream path more robust and
useful for high-speed data traffic.
Interconnection of high-speed data services
onto today's modern cable network is depicted
in the figure on page 52.

In that scenario, T-1 circuits terminate at a
router in the cable headend. These T-1 circuits
might be coming directly from the interexchange carrier (IXC), completely bypassing
the LEC. The router, which is adapted from
LAN and WAN technology, uses address data
contained within the data packet to route messages and payloads to the appropriate output T1or RF port. The router thus acts as atraffic
flow control point. On the subscriber side, the
consumer's PC is connected, typically via an
Ethernet interface, to the RF data modem,
which attaches to the RF drop cable from the
coaxial cable network.

Advantages to this approach

This approach offers advantages over alternative delivery schemes for the end users, the
network operator and the service providers.
From an end user perspective, the following
are afew of the advantages:
V Cost-effective, higher speed data throughputs
V Does not tie up their existing telephone line
V No dial up modem access limitations.
This service promises to be more cost-effective than alternatives such as ISDN and price
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competitive with asecond phone line. For
instance, Comcast suggests afee of $5 to $9
per month with unlimited access time to this
service. This is significantly less than the typical $30 per month plus usage charges for
ISDN service provided by aLEC.
Additionally, by not using the telephone line,
the consumer may be on-line and have simultaneous access to voice communications.
Lastly, because adial up line is not required,

the interconnection at the service provider side
is via aLAN interface, ensuring that the subscriber always has service access. This prevents the busy dial tone that subscribers now
sometimes experience with dial up modems
during peak traffic loads.
This technique offers the following advantages to the network providers:
t/ Addition of this technology represents only
incremental additions to the existing network.
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t/ A bus network is more efficient for bursty
and occasional data requirements.
As the outside plant infrastructure is already
in place, the addition of this type of service consists of adding components at the headend and
subscriber side, with minimal network modifications to cable plant that is two-way capable.
A bus network is inherently more efficient
than apoint-to-point switched network for
bursty and occasional data use, which will be
the predominant use in aresidential environment. This is because access to the switching
mechanism (i.e., the router) is available to all
subscribers at all times. Additional switching
capacity or bridges need to be added only as
dictated by traffic demands. A switched pointto-point network, on the other hand, requires a
switch port for every on-line subscriber. This
switch port is occupied as long as acustomer
is on-line, even though data is not being sent
or received.
On-line service providers must offer this
service to stay competitive as it enhances current offerings with the addition of video clips,
high-speed file transfer and improved graphics.
Additionally, it provides the service operator
with anew source of income, as it will be able
to offer services that heretofore have not been
economically feasible.

Issues
The application of the technology to this
market is relatively new, and thus, there are
several technology and service issues that must
be resolved before this service will gain widespread deployment. These can be categorized
into system and service issues.
Regarding the system issues, signal ingress
in the upstream path must be resolved because
it impairs the reliability of upstream communications. Nationwide, only five percent or so of
the upstream plant has been activated, so some
network upgrades will be required in the
majority of systems. 5The system reliability, in
general, must also be addressed as the service
demands of providing data services may be
different than television services. For instance,
battery backup may be required, as more and
more customers will have battery backed-up
portable computers that will continue to operate even during apower outage. Lastly, the
fiber optic node sizes will have to be small
enough to ensure adequate traffic capacity.
Cable operators and equipment manufacturers
are currently working to resolve these issues
through acombination of network and equipment design.
The delivery of data services to residential
customers is anew business for cable operators. The personal computer user will have dif-
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ferent service requirements and expectations
than atelevision viewer. The technical support
people for this service will need to have some
knowledge of both the TV network, as well as
data transmission and personal computers.
This will require training for existing service
personnel or additional personnel dedicated to
just this service. It might even mean new organizations within the cable system to specifically address this service. Another issue is that
there is currently no explicit standardization of
the technology, which could mean that aperson who purchases amodem in California may
find it unusable when he or she moves to New
York. Additionally, other issues, such as graceful upgrades to more system capacity, will
have to be addressed.
The momentum generated from the service
providers, the equipment manufacturers and
the desire of the network operators to garner
new revenue streams virtually guarantees that
these obstacles will be overcome, and that
these data services will be successfully implemented. As with telephony modems, the RF
modem technology will probably converge
around ade facto standard set by the manufacturer with the most market influence.

Rural opportunities
The technology required for cable networks
goes along way toward satisfying the needs of
residential customers for high-speed data services, effectively putting them in the fast lane
of the information superhighway. This works
as long as the potential subscribers have access
to acoaxial-based, cable TV network. What
happens to the approximately 4million homes
not served by acoaxial system?
E/O Networks is investigating ways to service this market through the use of alocal
loop, fiber optic transport product utilizing
copper and bandwidth extension technology.
This product, which features acounter-rotating
ring architecture, can be configured as awide
area network with shared, high-speed data services carried in the same data stream as the
lifeline telephony signals. This allows delivery
of high-speed services to areas lacking acoaxial infrastructure, but which already have
embedded twisted pair, copper plant systems.

Summary
The promise of new markets and new revenue sources is motivating MSOs to provide
high-speed data services via their networks.
The technology to implement such services
represents incremental additions to the existing
networks. This approach provides advantages
to the customers, cable operators and on-line
service providers. Many issues must be

resolved before these services are successfully
implemented, but the number of manufacturers, networks and service providers that are
committed to this technology suggest that it
will eventually be successful. CIED
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O PERATIONAL SUPPORT SYSTEMS

Key attributes
of modern
What to look for OSSS
from vendors

By Steven Wright, consultant
Editor's note: This is the second part of a
three-part article.

T
he competitive telecommunications ball is

ready to start. The orchestra is warming up,
and you have to decide what to look for in
your operational support system (OSS) dance
partners.
Advances in both hardware and software
technology have made possible new services
and enhancements to existing services. In a
competitive environment such as telephony,
you can't afford to assume that your competitor will ignore technology which could make
him better. If new technology is available, you
must use it, as well. Market forces, therefore,
give the network operator no option but to
excel at operations through the use of every
available modern technology.

Market forces

PHOTO BY G.K. AND VIKKI HART, THE IMAGE BANK

If there is anything that can be said with
certainty, it is that the pace of change in the
telecommunications market is accelerating.
Everything about the consumer market
changes at an ever-increasing rate.
Network operations that succeed in this
environment must be flexible enough to add
new services and modify existing ones. The
time to market and the time required to make
changes must be continuously shortened.
Since service mix cannot be determined
from the outset, and service buy rates cannot
be accurately forecast, operational support
systems must be able to grow rapidly.
Scalability of systems will be critical. No network operator will have time to implement a
new system in order to grow an already successful service offering beyond acertain
point.
In such acompetitive environment,
employee empowerment is key. The employees who get the job done must have the
authority and capability to change the process
they perform as they proceed. Waiting for
management to approve changes, and for MIS
to assign programmers, etc., will not work.
This is afundamental tenet of continuous
improvement processes. Software tools now
exist to enable this concept in the telecommunications services industry. Expert systems can
be controlled by interfaces which do not
require computer programming experts.
What do visionary companies expect in
terms of improvements? Pacific Bell, in documents filed with the FCC, states that it expects
to realize an approximately 75 percent cost
reduction in operations expenses with acorn-
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It's probably no surprise that we
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the information superhighway.
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from copper and coax in the 40's to
fiber in the 70's. It could be news,
though, that we've gone far beyond
"connectors" and now offer advanced
design services, simulation, and subsystem manufacturing. That our
production facilities are among the
most advanced in the world. And
that we have some of the strongest
R&D labs as well, with over 500
people already involved in everything from contact physics to cryogenics, from materials science to
manufacturing technology.
We're ready to put all these
resources to work for you, and help
you bridge the gap between vision
and implementation.
AMP is atrademark.

AMOIF.

e O PERATIONAL SUPPORT SYSTEMS
ers with specific capabilities according to their
functional needs. Engineers, for example, have
workstations, and CSRs have basic microcomputers with good displays. These computers
are the "clients." The client systems in aworkgroup of people with similar responsibilities
are then all tied together on anetwork.
Also on the network is acentral computer
with large data storage and processing capability (powerful, but not like amainframe). This
computer is the server, which does things like
administrate the network, run the e-mail system, store central databases, store copies of
applications not frequently used by the clients,
and many other tasks as well. The common
standard cited for this architecture is the
Distributed Computing Environment (DCE).
This architecture is the predominant one for
modern computing systems, which is indicative of the desire of employees to have solutions tailored to their specific needs. The client
server architecture allows this tailoring and

pletely new broadband-capable network and
OSS set delivering standard telephone service.
It is widely recognized that the telcos must
replace their OSSs to control spiraling OSSrelated expenses. In comparison to most other
OSS-intensive industries, telcos spend about
twice as much relative to revenues (about 10
percent total, compared with less than five percent for most other industries).
To help the telcos get control of OSS
expenses, some experts have recommended
two important shifts in strategy: Outsourcing
of common, non-industry specific functions
such as payroll, accounts payable, human
resources, some inventory management and
fixed assets and certain types of financial and
business modeling; and ashift to distributed
computing solutions, or client/server technologies with an open systems approach.
One of the primary design strategies of
extensive modern computing systems is the
client/server architecture. Users have comput-
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individuality. Customization also extends to
the software applications used.
Another major benefit of the client server
system is how computing system costs are
kept under control as they are shifted to local
budgets. Each workgroup must cost justify its
computing costs within its own budget constraints. Thus, greater accountability results in
better cost/benefit decisions.
Open systems concepts are another major
hardware selection criteria. Open systems are
those in which the interfaces between various
parts of the system are "open" to the public,
enabling hardware and software to be made by
more than one vendor. This sets up acompetitive environment, resulting in lower costs and
more innovation.

Software technology
Graphical user interfaces. In this day of
Windows and Macintosh operating system
interfaces, it hardly seems necessary to point
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C ABLE M ODEMS
Figure 2: Communications topography
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enced. Ethernet's contention mode works well
for data, but not for multimedia services. Other
approaches, such as
switched Ethernet, are
interim and bandwidthi
ntensive solutions
between Ethernet and connection-oriented protocols.
They can't increase efficiency beyond the 40-50
percent level due to the
lack of quality of service
parameters typical of
Ethernet architectures.

First generation

Distribution
hub

Several cable modems
have been introduced in
the marketplace. Most are
Ethernet bridges, sending
Ethernet inputs to anetwork that transports the
signals symmetrically in
Wireless
an Ethernet fashion. As
base station
Distribution
hub
such, these solutions are
simply extensions of traditional LANs.
To date, the primary
Residential
customers of early cable
modems are business users
with symmetrical networks. These networks
have up to 10 Mbps in a
businesses can obtain LAN-like performance
bandwidth than LANs or the public telephony
dedicated downstream channel and an equivafor telecommuters and employees in satellite
network can provide.
lent amount in adedicated upstream channel.
offices. Employees, suppliers, customers and
The big bottleneck in both home and office
Symmetrical networks are an inefficient use of
prospects can participate in videoconferencing.
computing is the network, not the computer.
bandwidth, because most applications use
Universities can reach out to more students.
Delivering data through ahybrid fiber/coax
much more bandwidth on the forward channel.
Hospitals can monitor patients at their homes.
system, however, offers significant advantages
With Ethernet, every signal has the same
Organizations and families alike are avid
over existing information delivery mediums. A
priority. Bandwidth, however, is aprecious
users of on-line services. The "Big Three" onhybrid fiber/coax (HFC) network has the bandcommodity that needs to be managed. This
line services recognize the value of having
width to support asingle information pipeline
requires prioritizing via quality of service
shared by multiple services: analog video, diggreater bandwidth. They know that cable
parameters, depending on whether the signal is
modems will encourage not only faster delivital video, telephony, data and voice.
voice, data or video.
ery, but also the addition of real-time video
For the home and home office user, the
Costs for the first-generation equipment are
content. Cable operators, then, are extremely
HFC solution provides the speed for faster
high: $500 is the minimum list price for a
well positioned to generate revenue from the
access to current applications and the introducmodem; arouter may cost $5,000 or more.
booming on-line services market, which is
tion of new services. For businesses, HFC
And the reliability of first-generation cable
expected to triple by the year 2000.
increases speed, reduces investment in LAN
modems is limited due to the wide carrier and
Other potential applications of the cable
equipment and leased lines, and expands applinoisy environment in the upstream channel.
modem abound for both homes and businesscation opportunities.
es. Figure 1lists asampling of enhanced tradiIs end-to-end Ethernet asolution? Not for
Anew generation of cable modems
tional services and new services that could
multimedia applications, because Ethernet
A new generation of cable modems is on
flourish over cable.
does not provide an efficient use of bandwidth.
the horizon. While different manufacturers
With the increased emphasis on easy-to-use,
True, a"fast Ethernet" is capable of 100 Mbps
have varying viewpoints, the author believes
graphical applications, document and image
throughput. But Ethernet-type networks can
the shortcomings of existing cable modems
files are expanding geometrically in size.
only support multimedia applications at light
can be rectified.
Consequently, applications often require more
loads before adegradation in service is experiThe following is alist of requirements
Sonet
ring
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expressed by forward-looking operators:
I. Support TCP/IP and connectionless services.
2. Provide the ability to charge based on
differing service levels.
3. Provide office-level performance and
connectivity for telecommuters.
4. Support voice circuits for use with interactive games.
5. Support videoconferencing.
6. Provide compatibility with avariety of
computer platforms and operating systems.
7. Be economical enough for residential
applications.
8. Prevent asingle user from monopolizing
alink by using huge amounts of bandwidth.
9. Connect into the wide area environment.
10. Provide the frequency agility to be able
to work with other upstream devices and circumvent noise.
11. Provide security in the upstream and
downstream directions.
12. Ensure scalability.
13. Allow remote diagnostics.
ATM (asynchronous transfer mode) is well
suited to cable modem applications and has all

the capabilities to meet these requirements. A
connection-oriented protocol, ATM provides a
methodology for mixing voice, video and data
in asingle real-time transmission. It accommodates awide variety of media speeds from 25
Mbps to 2.4 Gbps. It also provides quality of
service parameters and automatically allocates
bandwidth to each active user.

Implementing cable modems
Figure 2shows acommunications topography for implementing cable modems in awide
area network. The master headend provides
access to the public network and local servers,
which, along with network management computers, are connected to an ATM switch.
Economies are realized by sharing expensive
headend components among users at multiple
distribution hubs. Signals travel to and from
the master headend via aSonet loop or pointto-point fibers. Distribution hubs enhance the
signals for transmission over the cable plant.
The modem in the home is tuned to specific
upstream and downstream frequencies allocated for PC subscribers. It can be reassigned to
another channel by the network, depending on

current loading. Downstream signals are
demodulated and sent to the PC. Upstream signals are modulated onto the cable modem
based on astandards-based access mechanism.

Conclusion
The time is ripe for cable operators to participate in the computer revolution. The critical
mass of personal computers has arrived. The
market demand for interactive applications has
arrived and is growing rapidly. The broadband
and telecommunications technologies are here,
too, with second-generation cable modem
products soon to be available.
With the addition of cable modems and
reverse-path cards in existing amplifiers,
MSOs can open awide door to new revenue
opportunities. Remember, many personal computer users are already paying $15 amonth or
more to get adedicated modem line. Business
users pay much more for ISDN solutions,
which cost about $30 per month for each termination point, not counting equipment and
installation costs. That revenue—along with
fees paid by on-line services and other content
providers—can be yours. CUD
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BACK TO BASICS

Reverse testing
and alignment for
cable TV
mFaesats,uarcecmueranttes

By Steve Windle, Product
Marketing Manager, CATV
and Communications
Division, Wavetek Corp.

Cable TV systems have long flirted with the possibility of two-way communications on their networks, but
actual implementation of these systems has been relatively limited. However, changes in system architecture
which shorten amplifier cascade lengths have limited
some of the more common technical problems related
to reverse path activation. In ashorter cascade, which
may be considered asmaller subsystem, ingress is limited due to the lower number of possible sources. With
fewer amplifiers between any subscriber and the headend, the carrier-to-noise summing effect is also limited.
New services such as PPV, interactive multimedia, telephony and data offer new sources of revenue that justify activation of reverse bandwidth in the cable network.

Figure 1: Headend transmitter setup for forward and reverse sweep testing
Forward channels
from headend

-41(

Reverse channels

Previous test methods—cumbersome at best
Along with activation of the reverse bandwidth
comes the baggage of network alignment and testing.
Previous test methods have not offered the optimal
solution for comprehensive alignment of these networks. One method called for the use of existing test
equipment for sweeping the forward path to sweep the
reverse path. The test equipment had to be factory modified with aspecial data pilot that would pass through
the reverse bandwidth, and the sweep transmitter and
the sweep receiver would trade places—one technician
would remain in the headend with the receiver, and
another would take the transmitter out into the field.
The field technician would inject the sweep at the
amplifier test point, and the headend technician would
tell him, via radio, what kind of alignment needed to be
done. This is obviously atime-consuming method, and
it doesn't lend itself to excellent results, in that the field
technician can't actually see the results of his alignment. The results are subject to interpretational error,
depending on the clarity of the communication between
the two technicians.
Another alternative is to use aTV camera to view
the headend sweep receiver. This eliminates the need
for the headend technician, thereby shortening the time
consumption. This process requires expensive equipment (TV camera, modulator and TV), uses up a6
MHz channel worth of precious bandwidth in the forward spectrum and requires the use of aTV set in addition to the sweep transmitter out in the field.
Two carrier alignment systems have been available
for the reverse path for many years. These systems also
have some drawbacks, such as the requirement for rack
space for an additional instrument, the need to carry
two boxes out in the field, and ameasurement limited
to two carrier frequencies. The latter can be aproblem
if there are sharp changes in response, which may not
be detected by looking at only two carriers. This can
indicate ahardware problem and have adetrimental
effect on services carried, especially data carriers which
are subject to group delay problems.

Figure 2: Headend transmitter setup with reverse node combiner (multiple node returns)

Combining
network

Forward laser
Fiber out

Fiber out
Out
Reverse path receiver
Reverse
signal
node
combiner
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Asolution
The reverse
sweep option solves
reverse alignment
and test problems by
incorporating acomprehensive reverse
sweep test capability
into the same equipment that performs
the forward sweep.
This means that no
extra rack space is
required, as it uses
the forward sweep
transmitter to
receive the reverse
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resolution, ensuring that no response problems are overlooked.
With the reverse sweep option, atransmitter is built into the handheld sweep receiver. The headend sweep transmitter is set up to receive
the reverse sweep sent from the field. When areverse sweep is activated from afield test point, the headend transmitter receives the telemetry
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It's best to

ward path. Because the system is designed with appropriate spacing for the forward high frequency range, the
reverse path may not require amplification at each station. The lower frequencies aren't attenuated in cable as
much as the higher frequencies. In sweeping the forward path, the amplifier is aligned such that its output
is within certain limits (the amplifier compensates for
the cable behind it). In sweeping the reverse path, however, the amplifier is aligned such that the response at
the headend is within certain limits from this amplifier
alignment point. So, in the reverse path the amplifier
compensates for loss characteristics in the cable in
front of it. This is why it's best to transmit the sweep
from the amplifier test point and measure it in the headend. This ensures that the system is properly aligned to
carry signals in the reverse path.

transmit the

Interfacing with different network architectures

sweep from the
amplifier test
point and
measure it in

Figure 5: Directional test point scheme using diplex
filter and NS-6 summing network

What follows are the equipment setup and test pi iicedures in the headend.
Single cable—split band network. The sweep transmitter is connected in the headend as shown in Figure
I. The connections are similar to those made for forward sweep, with the transmitter output connected to
the combining network. The difference is on the input
to the transmitter. The system signals, along with the
transmitted signals, are tapped off and coupled together
with the reverse signals by using asplitter. This enables
the transmitter to receive both forward and reverse
telemetry and sweep signals.
One headend connection scenario is shown in Figure
I. Provision must be made for asample of the reverse
signals to be summed with the sample of the forward
path signals.
The headend scenario shown in Figure 2, while
slightly different from that shown in Figure 1, maintains the key principle that the transmitter input must
have asample of both forward and reverse signal paths.
In the field, systems with bi-directional test points
(forward and reverse signals both present on the same
test point) use asumming network, provided with each
reverse sweep option, to enable reception of forward

Distribution amplifier

H

NS-6

telemetry and sweep, as well as inject reverse telemetry
and sweep. This summing network simplifies the connection of the field receiver to the test point.
As in sweeping the forward path, areference should
be taken in the headend at atest point with aloss characteristic matching that of the field test points. A subsequent forward sweep test at the next amplifier input
will show the cable loss, and the amplifier output will
show how the amplifier compensates for that loss. A
reverse sweep injected at the amplifier forward input
will show the cable loss at the reverse frequencies, and
areverse sweep injected at the amplifier forward output
will show how the amplifier compensates for the cable
loss in front of it (between the amplifier and the headend).
Systems with directional test points are
set up as shown in Figure 4. In this configFigure 6: Transmitter connections in headend for hybrid fiber/coax networks
uration, two directional couplers are used to
provide asample of the reverse sweep outForward laser
Combining
put to the input of the receiver. It is critical
network
that
the value of these directional couplers
Fiber out
be at least 20 dB, and the one on the input
side should be designed for at least the frequency range of the forward bandwidth of
the network under test. (This coupler netFiber out
work should never be connected to the system without the receiver attached, or the
Out
resulting lack of isolation may cause sigReverse path receiver
nals from the forward path to bleed over to
the reverse path.)
Reverse
An alternate connection scheme for testsignal
ing with directional test points is to use a
breakout
diplex filter, as shown in Figure 5.

the headend

network
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Another common architecture, which is
only slightly different from those described
above, prescribes the use of fiber optics to
nodes. In these architectures, the installation of
the transmitter in the headend is slightly modified, as shown in Figure 3. Notice that adiplex
filter is used on the input of the transmitter.
This provides optimal isolation between forward and reverse paths and minimal insertion
loss. The connection at the node may be as
shown in Figure 4. Notice that in this configuration the forward and reverse test points are
separated, and two directional couplers must
be used.
In all of these connection scenarios, either a
summing network or two directional couplers

frequency to be tested at this time. The sweep
could be inserted on the 750 to 1GHz band as
well, if proper filtering is used. Again, notice
that provision is made to couple both forward
and reverse signal samples to the sweep input.

Dual cable network
Another possible, though rare, network configuration is the dual cable network, in which
afull bandwidth is used for both forward and
reverse—essentially two cable systems overlaying each other with signals carried in opposite
directions. These networks are impossible to
sweep simultaneously in both directions by
one person. The problem is that the two systems use the same spectrum, making it impos-

Make Your Quality
Cable Connection
With Pirelli.
As an ISO 9001 registered
company, Pirelli manufactures a
full range of fiber optic cables for
the cable television industry.
Make your quality cable connection by calling these Pirelli
representatives:

Communications Supply Group
680 Industrial Cir S
Shakopee MN 55379
1-800-451-9032 •FAX 612-445-8423
CO, IA, MN, ND, NE, NM, SD, WI, \AN

Figure 7: Fiber node test point connections

dB Communications
4007 Skippack Pike
PO Box 1268
Skippack PA 19474
1-800-526-2332 •FAX 610-584-7875
CT, DE, MA, MD, ME, NH, NJ,
NY, PA, RI, VA, VT, WV

50 to 450 MHz
combiner

450 to 750 MHz
combiner

o

B.E. Duval Company
347 W 6th St
PO Box 5255
San Pedro CA 90733
310-833-0951 •FAX 310-832-9970
AZ, CA, HI, NV

750 to 1GHz
combiner

Reverse path receiver
4-way splitter

Glade Communication
Equipment Company
2691 151st Place NE
Redmond WA 98052
1-800-347-0048 •FAX 206-869-4119
AK, ID, MT, OR, UT, WA

MicroSat
sible to distinguish between the two with one
instrument. The recommended method for
these systems is to first sweep the forward portion of the network, then move the transmitter
out to the furthest extremity and sweep the
reverse portion.

Summary

With all of the new services soon to be carried on the reverse path, it will be critical to
ensure its optimum performance. Areverse
sweep allows for fast, accurate frequency
response measurements of the reverse path,
without the need for multiple technicians or
additional field equipment. Technicians can easily align the reverse path while performing their
regular forward sweep maintenance. cED

W. Whitaker & Associates
120 Professional Park Ste 1
PO Box 6327
Lafayette IN 47903
1-800-433-8775 •FAX 317-447-5064
IL, IN, KY, MI, MO, OH

6£ ON 00VUOS Jepe% 31010

are used to interface with the system test
points. Care should be taken to use the same
interface at each test point to ensure that the
normalization process is canceling out any
response variation caused by the interface. It is
also important to remember not to make
absolute level measurements through the summing network due to the insertion loss and frequency response characteristics of the interface.
The diagram shown in Figure 6shows a
connection scheme that was used at abeta test
site. In this scenario, the system is fully loaded
to 450 MHz, and the band is split as shown by
the combining networks in the diagram. The
sweep was inserted only on the 450 to 750
MHz combiner, as 750 MHz was the highest

4343 Shallowford Rd Ste F3
Marietta GA 30062
1-800-438-0812 •FAX 404-643-0899
AL, AR, FL, GA, KS, LA, MS, NC, OK,
SC, TN, TX

R E ILLI

FIBER OPTIC CABLES
1-800-669-0808 •803-951-4800
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WDM technology
0anet_ayl2
tpoised to
enter
market
By Fred Dawson

Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) is rapidly
becoming atool to be reckoned with in planning for
network evolution, no matter what topologies engineers
are implementing today.
While it's too soon to predict how pervasively highdensity WDM at four, eight or more wavelengths per
fiber will be used in either long-haul or local distribution applications, recent developments suggest compelling options are at hand which should be factored
into industry thinking about the best approaches to
expanding capacity of hybrid fiber/coax networks or to
implementing star/star fiber networks in '96 and
beyond. One sign of what lies ahead can be found in
the fact that high-density WDM figures in virtually all
of the latest government-backed advanced network pro-

Reconfigurable all-optical network testbed
Video
Rx

Miami

Atlanta

Topspin

Bellcore
corporate
network

ATM
switch

WDM
switch

WDM
switch

Bellcore
research
network (BRN)
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WDM
switch

jects linking high-tech facilities and institutions in various parts of the country.
From acable TV industry perspective, WDM is
emerging at an opportune moment. With on-line and
LAN-extension services showing strong promise as
operators prepare to enter the telephone business, even
state-of-the-art systems could be short of upstream
bandwidth in avery short timeframe, notes Wilt
Hildenbrand, vice president of engineering and technology at Cablevision Systems Corp.
"This (technology) could save you from having to
choose between drawing awhole lot of extra fiber you
don't know you're going to need during the initial
rebuild, or having to go back in and add it later,"
Hildenbrand says. "Fiber down to 500-home nodes gets
you started and holds you awhile, but you want to have
apath to migrate the system to alower house count if
demand goes up."

Is it cost-effective?
WDM, of course, is but one expansion strategy
under consideration in the cable industry. The question
is whether this newest scheme is less costly and more
bandwidth efficient than other ideas, such as use of
upstream block conversion to put separate upstream
paths from segmented coaxial links in the serving area
together onto return fiber at the node. And the analysis
will have to factor in the issue of adding services in the
downstream path as well,
where WDM offers the
Video
advantage of being able to
Rx
divide aserving area into
four separate serving areas
for targeting dedicated services without adding fiber.
Hildenbrand recently
took alook at ademonstration of the capabilities of
four-wavelength multiplexing in the HFC environment at the headquarters of
Synchronous
Communications in San
Jose. "From what we saw,
it looks like it will happen," he says. "The
demonstration showed you
can put four wavelengths
together in the 1550
Blinn (nanometer) window without experiencing any interference."
The demo, which was
put together at
Cablevision's request,
entailed multiplexing of
lightwaves from four transmitters through apassive
combiner onto a40-kilo1 Chicago
meter fiber path. Two of
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the transmitters—externally modulated, optically amplified EMS-1550s supplied by Synchronous—employed
amplitude modulation across 50 MHz to 750 MHz,
while athird EMS operated digitally at 2.4 Gigabits per

digital crosstalk, intermodulation in the high and low
bands—you name it." says Vince BoreIli, chairman and
CEO of Synchronous. "The results were outstanding."
Synchronous and Scientific-Atlanta recently
announced they would work
together on future development of
WDM technology as part of an
agreement under which S-A
becomes the primary distributor
Cable industry consumption of optical fiber is
the third year in arow to where it now
of optical amplifiers and optically
growing so fast that 1995 just might be the year
accounts for 32 percent of the entire fiber maramplified transmitters built by
in which the MSOs actually deploy more fiber
ket. Corning executives say the increased
Synchronous. "We regard this
than the nation's telephone companies, accorddemand was driven by the desire of cable
technology as akey component in
ing to research performed by Corning Inc. and
MSOs to enter the telephone market, an
our efforts to give our customers
made public during the Optical Fiber
attempt to improve network reliability, more
acompetitive edge in perforCommunications conference in February.
fiber to smaller nodes and larger fiber counts
mance and costs," says Perry
According to figures supplied by Cliff Hund,
within those cables.
Tanner, vice president and genermanager of marketing and strategic planning at
Hund said further industry consolidation and
al manager of the transmission
systems division at S-A.
Corning, the North American market for fiber
clustering of systems in major metro areas will
WDM and optical amplificagrew 27 percent last year to 7.4 million kilomecontinue to fuel demand for fiber throughout
tion are two key benefits of 1550
ters, fueled by com1995. But will the
1994 North American cabled optical fiber.
nm technology over transmission
petition and dereguindustry's voraTotal market = 7.2 m kil ometers.
at 1310 nm. And there is afundalation in many induscious appetite for
mental distance advantage at
tries.
fiber continue at
1550, where, for any given light
The telcos still
this pace? The
Telco
power, the signal will travel about
weighed in as the
answer is unclear:
47%
33 percent farther. But, until
34m km
largest market seg"The interesting
recently, these advantages were
ment, accounting for
market dynamics
useless because 1550 signals
47 percent of fiber
make forecasting a
spread out, or disperse, when they
remises
are transmitted over fiber that has
sales volume. The
real challenge,"
8%
been optimized for 1310 equipmost active compaHund wrote in his
ment, which is especially ruinous
nies were U.S. indereport. The bigger
Source: Coming, Inc.
Submarine
in
the analog domain.
pendents, Canadian
companies are
2%
Long haul
Industry engineers say
local exchange comreaching their limits
6%
Synchronous' technique for overpanies and competiin terms of fiber
coming dispersion, combining
tive access providers. Among U.S. RBOCs,
deployment speed. We expect the greatest
optically linear modulators with
BellSouth was the growth leader in fiber deploygrowth to come from the smaller companies.
special circuitry, has broken this
ment, followed by Bell Atlantic. However, growth
We're anticipating fiber consumption growth of
barrier, to the point that many
continued at asluggish 6percent rate overall,
43 percent in 1995."
major MSOs, including Cox,
primarily as aresult of ongoing re-engineering
Beyond that, Corning officials said the
Comcast, Time Warner and Teleefforts within the RBOCs. Hund said the compleCommunications Inc., have begun
demand for fiber has left the market "tight,"
using the gear in some of their
tion of these efforts, as well as video dialtone
meaning delivery times for product are creepsupertrunks, and ahandful have
approvals, should translate into greater growth
ing out. In response, Corning has again
begun
deploying it in the distribufor the te/co market segment in 1995. "All the
increased capacity at its plant in Wilmington,
tion plant as well.
RBOCs are strong, and even though their stock
N.C. In addition, the company announced a
Cablevision Systems, with sysprices may be depressed by competition, we're
price increase of up to 8percent for its SMF-28
temwide deployment in Yonkers,
expecting the segment to grow by 25 percent in
and Titan singlemode fiber. Corning officials
Long Island and elsewhere, has
1995," Hund said.
say the price of fiber may have finally stabilized
the longest track record with
Meanwhile, the cable TV market doubled for
after several years of decline.
-Roger Brown
1550. "It's working great,"
Hildenbrand says, noting that the
MSO is serving approximately
second. A fourth, tunable laser from Hewlett Packard
eight 500-home nodes per 40 milliwatt transmitter over
provided an unmodulated signal to serve as apoint of
1310 nm fiber.
reference.
Lately, anumber of entities have taken Synchronous
Wavelengths of the transmitters ranged between
on in the analog domain, offering avariety of disper1532.5 nm and 1558.8 nm, with about 8nm of separasion compensation techniques with their erbium doped
tion from one to the next. "We looked for analog and
fiber amplifiers (EDFAs). Suppliers include Northern

Cable industry sneaking up on telcos
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Telecom, ATx (formerly Amoco Laser),
Photon Systems and Litton Industries.
"Competition is coming," BoreIli says. "The
market wants more suppliers."
"In the U.S. we're seeing (that) most applications of the EDFA are for supertrunking,"
says James Regan, product manager for
Northern Telecom. "But already in Europe we
are selling some EDFAs for use in cable systems on the subscriber side of the headend."
With EDFAs and EDFA-powered externally
modulated transmitters opening abroad product base in cable TV, it remains to be seen
whether vendors push the WDM window for
cable operators. So far, says Greg Hardy, S-A's
director of marketing for distribution and fiber
optic networks, the lion's share of industry
interest in 1550 technology is focused on
supertrunking applications. In addition, he
says, for new plant extensions or in situations
where an operator connects adistant franchise
area in need of arebuild to ametro headend,
some customers are preferring to stay with
1550 all the way to the individual fiber nodes
in the distribution plant, rather than changing
to 1310 at the hub for distribution over feeder.
"We're going to learn more about the possibilities as we work with Synchronous," Hardy
says. "As our system engineering people better
understand the technology, we may find ways
to make broader use of 1550."

'But already

bility and low
cost of
increasingly
passive optical
networks
prove out
against competing technologies.
The most
ambitious
application of
advanced optical technology
yet undertaken came to light in March with
news that the Defense Department's Advanced
Research Projects Agency was putting up $54
million in aconsortium with Bell Atlantic,
BellSouth, Pacific Telesis, Bellcore and AT&T
to build a$100-million high-density multiwavelength network linking sites across the
Washington, D.C.-New Jersey corridor, including other U.S.-backed advanced networks that
are already up and running.
The goal is to come up with adesign that
sticks nationwide. "The consortium will move
us toward an industry consensus among

in Europe, we

are selling

some EDFAs for
use in cable

ONTC project

systems'

A maturing project which represents akey
step in designing the Washington-N.J. network
is the "reconfigurable multiwavelength optical
network" developed by the nine-member
Optical Networks Technology Consortium (see
graphic, page 74). This consortium's goal is to
demonstrate a"complete, practical, integrated
optoelectronic technology base for reconfigurable multiwavelength optical networks," says
Gee-Kung Chang, an engineer at Bellcore,
which is amember of the ONTC. "This technology is only one hard development cycle
away from commercial application."
The consortium has been operating afourwavelength system and is moving into the next
and final phase of the project, where it will

omee,

ekl

WDM in the digital domain
WDM has more momentum in digital
telecommunications, of course, where interexchange and local exchange carriers have long
duplexed 1310 and 1550 and are now beginning to multiplex four wavelengths in the 1550
window together to support OC-192 (10 Gbps)
Sonet throughput. The trend, which will soon
be challenged by anew generation of 10 Gbps
DFBs from Hitachi and others, got underway a
few months ago when Wiltel, MCI and
BellSouth announced they were adding the
technology to some of their links.
"WDM will enable us to continue to provide our customers with next-generation services on afaster, more economical basis," says
Russ Ray, WilTel's vice president of engineering. He notes the firm is also using bidirectional optical amplifiers to boost the combined
wavelengths in each direction, representing the
first time these technologies have been put into
operation together commercially.
But there's much more to WDM than arace
to OC-192, or even to OC-768, where Hitachi
is likely to go next with a40 Gbps laser now
in prototype, according to one company insider. The key to whether WDM is the wave of
the future lies in whether the purported flexi-

telecommunications network operators, equipment suppliers, operations software makers
and standards forums on how to build anational-scale optical networking layer," says George
Heilmeier, president of Bellcore. "We expect
the (design) to serve as the underlying platform for establishing aflexible National
Information Infrastructure that can grow to
meet expanding communications needs."

DON'T DE LEFT BEHIND!
Keeping up with all the new technologies is achallenge in itself.
There is away to take advantage of the leap in technology.
And it's called Fil2erworks.
Fiberworks is acomprehensive series of training courses about
cable television, fiber optics, digital network systems, technology
and deployment.
Developed by ANTEC, the company that introduced fiber optics
to the cable television industry, courses emphasize solutions for
today's evolving networks.
ANTEC training programs are accredited through the International
Association for Continuing Education and Training (IACET) to award
Continuing Education Units (CEU's) to participants.
For more information about course content, course customization
and available dates, contact our Training Administrator at the ANTEC
Technical Training Center in Denver, Colorado. Call 1-800-FIBER ME
(1-800-342-3763).
Circle Reader Service No. 41
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increase the number of wavelengths to eight, operating
at 2.5 Gbps each, while reducing the channel spacing to
2nm. The wavelengths are reused as often as needed
on different paths of the network, while information is
transferred to whichever wavelengths are available in
the transmission path. Such anetwork, operating in a
ring configuration, can be scaled to very large numbers
of nodes with the use of asmall number of independent
wavelengths, Chang notes.
With IBM demonstrating a20-wavelength multiplexer that has already entered commercial operation at two
banking locations, eight wavelengths, per se, is not so
big adeal. But it is the flexibility across multiple light
paths that gives the technology an edge not provided by
sheer throughput alone. For example, Chang says, a
metropolitan backbone network employing this technology would cut the number of ATM/Sonet ports by
about 40 percent.

One of the
biggest hurdles
to be
overcome is
gain variation
in EDFAs

78

Devices in the pipeline
With commitments to advanced optical technology
expanding, the optoelectronics community is well positioned to make the leap from lab-tested concepts to
commercial production. For example, there is growing
interest in the multiple wavelength capabilities of the
tunable distributed Bragg reflector laser (DBR), which
has been operating in labs for two years or more, notes
Nicholas Frigo, project leader for amultiwavelength
local loop distribution system called "RITE-net" at Bell
Labs.
"The DBR we're using, which is made by (AT&T)
Microelectronics, looks like afully packaged product
from off the shelf," Frigo says. "It wouldn't take much
for them to move it into production"—a move
Microelectronics is contemplating, according to
informed sources.
The tunable DBR is an integrated optoelectronic
device that uses planar grating, or electron-sensitive
reflective grooves which alter reflection paths to determine which mode from amultimode output, such as a
Fabry-Perot, lases at any instant. Thus, with alaser
modulated at, say, OC-12, the incoming time multiplexed signal could be broken into separate OC-1 time
division paths by "hopping" the light from one mode
reflection to the next, so long as the hopping takes
place at the clocked intervals corresponding to the
slots assigned in the demultiplexing of the aggregate
signal.
This method is in competition with one where several DFB or other diodes with narrow fixed wavelengths
are integrated with ahigh density star coupler, allowing
all the individual laser outputs to be combined for
transmission over one or more fiber paths. Several
manufacturers are working on such devices, which, so
far, appear to be more difficult to fabricate than the tunable DBR, owing to the exactitude required in differentiating one diode wavelength from another.
Frigo's project draws on other potentially low-cost,
easily produced devices as well, including atwo-way,
multipath router that can be used in the field to mini-

mize the fiber count, and asilicon-based, low-power
modulator which can add an upstream signal to the
available lightpulse from the downstream laser, thereby
eliminating the need for an upstream light source. In
fact, Frigo says, with support from the operating community, the whole passive optical network (PON) system could be moved into production within two years,
greatly reducing the costs and powering requirements
typically associated with PONs.
"Most people think of multiple wavelength division
multiplexing as an expensive proposition when it
comes to using the technology in local loop applications," Frigo says. "But our idea is it can be done at
very low cost.
"We cut fiber costs because we don't have to run a
dedicated fiber to each ONU (optical network unit—the
neighborhood drop-interconnection point) from the
transmitter," Frigo explains. "What we're trying to do is
to show that it makes sense to start thinking about this
kind of network."

The flat gain problem
One of the biggest perceived hurdles to be overcome
in dense WDM is gain variation in EDFAs, where different wavelengths are amplified at different power levels. IBM, which demonstrated its 20-wavelength multiplexing system at the OFC '95 conference, is limited to
this number of wavelengths by the gain issue, says Paul
Green Jr., manager of advanced optical networking at
IBM Research.
"To do 20 wavelengths requires that the amplification be flat across amuch broader spectrum-19
nanometers versus 3nanometers in today's optical
amplifiers," Green says. "Getting to 100 or more wavelengths will require even more development work."
However, Green's statement appears to ignore what
is going on in the development of EDFAs for analog
transmission. For example, the Synchronous unit now
widely in commercial operation is spec'd for flat gain
across 30 nm, from 1530 to 1560.
"There's adisconnect in this field, where people
have focused so long on the digital domain, they don't
know what's going on in analog," Borelli says. "You
can't operate in analog unless you have an extremely
flat gain profile. We learned that along time ago."
With agrowing number of entities chasing 1550
technology applications in digital and analog services
alike, the disconnect is not likely to last long. Asked
whether the Bell Labs PON would work with analog
signals, Frigo replies, "I don't see why not. We weren't
thinking about analog, but we're using RF modulation
in the downstream so we can add abaseband signal at
lower power for the modulator to act on in the
upstream path."
Such synergies could have amajor bearing on the
shape of things to come. At this point, the extent to
which WDM becomes aviable tool in HFC and telco
fiber networks appears to depend more on demand
from the operating community than it does on pure
research. CUD
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Fax#(315) 622-3800
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the life time warranty will!

Power supplies guaranteed for as long as you own them!
And for good reason; unequaled reliability. These
technician friendly units featuring straight forward design
and rugged construction will easily take you into the next
century right along with the batteries that power them.
Now is your opportunity to retrofit or rebuild with the
most dependable power supplies available. So why take
another chance?

°Owes

RMS Electronics Inc.

If the performance specifications
don't convince you...

CO 1. .ON

POWERING

NEW STANDBY
POWER SUPPLY

DRAKE VM2552 Stereo Video Modulator

ESR1260 IRD Earth Station Receiver

Bring stereo audio into your cable system at an affordable cost. The Drake
VM2552 modulator incorporates BTSC
stereo encoding, providing asignificant
cost savings when compared to purchasing separate components.
Professional noise reduction circuitry
reproduces the BTSC signal with good
stereo separation and audio fidelity. The
frequency-agile VM2552 features frequency coverage up to 550 MHz with a
powerful output of +60 dBmV. Contact
Mr. Phillip Hawkins, R.L. Drake
Company, (513) 847-4523.

The Drake ESR1260 IRD is ahigh
quality commercial integrated receiver
descrambler with synthesized frequency
tuning of IF and subcarrier audio frequency. The VideoCipher® RS module
can be accessed directly through the
front panel, providing added convenience for the operator. Major operating
functions are also selected via the front
panel and programming is simplified
with liquid crystal displays of operating
parameters. The ESR1260 IRD's compact design optimizes valuable rack
space. R.L. Drake Co. (513) 847-4523.

BTSC VIDEO MODULKIOR

Circle Reader Service No. 135

Lectro's Zero Transfer Time Power Supplies

RMS ... Over 50 Years of Experience

Lectro's no break, no data loss
ZTT/UPS power supplies are designed
to meet all your network requirements.
Our reliable 24, 36, & 48 VDC units
are available in 6, 9, 12, & 15 amp
models. All units provide ahighly regulated 60 Hz over awide load range in
AC and DC modes and are status monitoring capable. For information on our
full line of products, please contact:
Lectro Products
P.O. Box 567, Athens, GA 30603
1-800-551-3790 Phone
1-706-548-5493 Fax.

RMS Electronics is aleading manufacof cable equipment. We
have been serving the cable industry
for over thirty years and are quickly
becoming the fastest growing supplier
of cable components in the world. The
new RMS American catalog contains
an extensive line of over 400 products
which are used in the construction or
rebuilding of cable television systems.
Call for catalog.
RMS Electronics Inc. (800) 223-8312

EARTH STATION RECEIVER

.
1;44
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turer/supplier

of Lectro's
Family
Power Supply
Products.

Circle Reader Service No. 137

Circle Reader Service No. 138

Products ... flexible, reliable and affordable

FREE: New Wavetek 1995 CAP! Selection Guide

Triple Crown manufactures the Titan
Series trunk/bridger amplifiers, AM
fiber transmitters and receivers, Minex
Series indoor/outdoor distribution
amplifiers, LA Series dual hybrid line
extenders and subscriber drop amplifiers. All amplifiers are available in a
wide range of gains and bandwidths, in
all international powering formats.
Hotel, hospital pay-per-view systems,
with interactive services. For more
information call (905) 629-1111.

This NEW 20 page color guide presents afull line of sophisticated test
equipment designed to fit the evolving
needs of the cable television industry.
Products include the Stealth Sweep &
new Reverse Sweep Option, the Stealth
SAM, the new FLASH Mini OTDR,
signal level & analysis meters, frequency agile leakage detection, and bench
sweep gear. Call 800-622-5515

Circle Reader Service No. 140

Circle Reader Service No. 139

Revenue-Generating MM2500 Set-top

ASerious Revenue Generator

Zenith Electronics Corporation's
MM2500 set-top unit features realtime, two-way interaction, in-band
transmission of conditional access data,
baseband SSAVI scrambling and
unlimited pay-per-view control. The
MM2500 is apowerful, all-purpose
analog set-top device that gives network providers full and diverse control
from the headend. For more information, call 1-800-788-7244.

Zenith Electronics Corporation's
new ScreenPlayTM authoring tool is an
innovative approach that combines
speed, flexibility, customized on-screen
displays and interactive capabilities
with set-top device technology.
ScreenPlay is the only analog, PCbased dialogue authoring tool that
offers the ability to quickly generate,
modify and edit on-screen displays and
applications. For more information, call
1-800-788-7244.
Circle Reader Service No. 141
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The Fiber You Choose Makes aDifference!
To learn more, order the FREE
"Corning Fiber Advantage" brochure.
Cable TV operators, here's your chance
to get the facts about Corning optical
fiber. Discover why your choice of fiber
is critical and how fiber geometry—the
physical dimensions of the glass—can
result in low-loss splices, the first time,
virtually every time. Corning wrote the
book on optical fiber. Now it's available
by calling 1-800-525-2524 ext. 543. Ask
for the "Corning Fiber Advantage"
brochure.

Circle Reader Service No. 143

Sp nu/North Supply, is aleading nationwide provider of integrated solutions for
voice, video communications and cable
product needs through its 10 strategically-located distribution centers. We offer
more than 30,000 products from over
1,200 manufacturers. Let us show you a
sample! Call for afree copy of the catalog of your choice: Outside Plant, Fiber
Optic Products, Tools and Test
Equipment, Maintenance and Supply, or
Security and Alarm. Sprint/North
Supply, 800-639-CATV, Fax 800-7550556

Circle Reader Service No 144

Moore's Easy Access Fiber Node Enclosure

HP CaLan Cable TV Test Equipment
Find out more about the complete line
of HP CaLan cable TV test solutions
with the new HP CaLan cable TV
brochure. It has information on
products for every cable TV test
application; from installation to
network monitoring. Let us make it
easier for you to keep your system up
and running. Call for afree copy.
1-800-452-4844 ext. HPTV.

Sprint North Supply CAW Catalogs

RP CaLan
Cable TV Test Equipment

Circle Reader Service No. 145

Moore's Diversified Products, Inc.
Fiber Node Enclosure is designed for the
CATV industry to house an Amplifier,
Splice Enclosure and up to 300 feet of
Fiber Optical Cable. Lockable doors,
front and back easily remove for loading
equipment and storing fiber. Universal
steel rod mounting allows all Amplifier
and Splice Enclosure brands to be
installed using existing strand mounting
brackets. Like all Moore products, you
buy directly from the source insuring
dependable delivery and no middle man
cost. Call 1(800) 769-1441.

Cable Construction Manual for CAW Broadband Systems

The Cable Tool Innovators

CommScope is now making available a
revised and updated edition of its widely distributed and used Cable
Construction Manual for CATV and
Broadband Systems. The new manual
includes sections on storage, testing
and construction procedures for coaxial
trunk and distribution cables in aerial
and subsurface applications, fiber optic
cables as well as safety procedures.
For more information, call
CommScope/GI (800) 982-1708.

Ripley Company's Cablematic Division
offers acomplete catalog in cable preparation tools. The catalog displays tools
for jacket and sheath stripping, simultaneous coring and stripping, hex and
round full-cycle crimping, plus many
specialty tools including fiberoptic tools
and cable expanding kits. Using proper
tools promotes system reliability and
assures safe, fast, accurate cable preparation. Call now 1-800-528-8665 for
your free catalog. Ripley Company,
Cablematic Division, Phone (203) 6352200, Fax (203) 635-3631

Cable Construction Manual

Circle Reader Service No. 147
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Jensen Catalog Sets New Standard of Technical Support

Cable TV, MMDS &LAN Products Catalog on aDisk

Jensen Tools has introduced anew
LAN support catalog that makes good
on the company's claim to outstanding
technical support. In addition to wire
and cabling tools and tool kits from
Jensen, it presents cables & connectors,
testers, hubs and cards, network operating systems/software, cable management products, and test equipment
from all the major manufacturers.
Helpful selection charts, diagrams,
technical data, and useful illustrations
are distributed throughout. Call (800)
426-1194 for afree copy.

Viewsonics
new full color catalog
in digital format has over 150 products
listed, including their complete line of
amplifiers, splitters, taps, multitaps,
isolators, ground blocks, LockinatorTM
Locking System, boxes, connectors and
many more. Specifications for actives
and passives are also included.
Experience the 21st century today. Call
and/or fax for your Viewsonics Virtual
Catalog now. Viewsonics Inc., (800)
645-7600, (407) 998-9594, Fax (407)
998-3712.
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"The Buyers' Guide not

Guide gives us
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tremendous
advertising
exposure with our

only served as Sprint
North Supply's first
advertisement

present customers

announcing our entree

and brings aware-

into the CATV market,

ness to the new

but has also become

players as well."

an indispensible tool

Rick laworski, Marketina Manager,
Wavetek

"I use it, and so
do our regional purchasing managers.
Ilike it because it
gives me one place
to find out what's

for our sales and
marketing staff in
researching vendor
information and
sourcing products."
Wendell Woody, Executive Director,
Cable Television Sales,
Sprint/North Supply

happening with dif-

"I wait for it.

ferent vendor's lines."

Ialways keep it

Richard I. Pulley, Director of Purchczing,

and use it."

Comcast Corporation

Joe Vat, Loan, Sr. V.P. Engineering,
Cable Vision Industries

RETURN PATH

•

The issue: Data communications
Cable networks can send data at speeds approaching
10 megabytes per second, easily outperforming even
the fastest telephone-based modems. Equipment ven-

dors say the market is ripe to be picked. But are cable
operators excited about the market opportunity?

The questions:

Fax us at:

1. How familiar are you with the concept of the
Internet?

7. Has your system actively tried to market such services to anyone?

Somewhat

Yes
No
Don't know
8. Do you think datacom provision is agood way to
compete with the local telco?

Very

Not at all

2. Are you presently subscribing to acommercial online service such as Prodigy or America Online?

111

Yes

CI
No

Li

Li

Yes

No

Don't know

3. Does your system have any interest in providing
data services over the cable network?

9. Do you think your system is technically capable of
sending high-speed data?

Li

CI

Yes
Yes

No

Yes

Li
No

No

Li

Don't know

Don't know

4. Has your system tested or deployed RF "cable
modems" to allow this access to occur?

Li

CI

Don't know

Li

10. How much would your system be willing to pay
for cable modems?

CI

Li

$200-$500

Under $200

Over $500

303-393-6654
Make acopy of this page
and fax it back to us at the
number above, or mail it to
CED, 600 South Cherry
Street, Suite 400, Denver,
Colo. 80222.
*Every month, we'll pick
one response from those we
receive and award $50. See
official rules below.
Names won't be published if you request your
name to be withheld, but fill
out the name and job information to ensure that only
one response per person is
tabulated.

Your name and title

Don't know
Your comments:

5. Does the local telco offer ISDN services in your
franchise area?

Yes

Li
No

System name:

CI

Don't know

Location:

6. Has your system been approached by local government, schools or anyone else to offer high-speed data
communications?

CI

Yes

CI
No

Your PASO:

CI

Your job function:

Don't know

Daytime phone tr:

Official rules: No survey response necessary.

Enter by returning the completed survey via
fax or mail to the locations indicated above, or print the words "CED Return Path" on a3"x5" card and mail it
along with your name, address, daytime phone number and signature. To be eligible for the drawing, entry
forms must be received by 5p.m. on May 31, 1995. CED is not responsible for lost or misdirected mail. One
entry per person. Forms mutilated, illegible or not in compliance with these rules shall be considered ineligible in the sole discretion of the judges. Odds of winning depend on the number of entries received. Arandom
drawing from eligible entries will be held on or about June 1, 1995. Winner will be required to provide his/her
social security number and proof of identification and is solely responsible for all federal, state and local
taxes incurred. Prize is not transferable to any other person. Sweepstakes participants agree to waive any

and all claims of liability against CEO magazine, Capital Cities Media Inc., Capital Cities/ABC Inc. and its
affiliated and independent contractors for any injury or loss which may occur from participation in this sweepstakes or receipt of the prize. Winner consents to publication of his/her name for publicity purposes without
further compensation. Participants must be 18 years of age or older. Employees of CEO magazine, Capital
Cities Media Inc., Capital Cities/ABC Inc. and its affiliated and subsidiary companies, and their respective
employees, agents and independent contractors, and their immediate families are not eligible to participate.
Void wherever prohibited, license required, restricted or taxed by law. Sweepstakes sponsors reserve the
right to change or modify the sweepstakes rules while the sweepstakes is in progress. Participation in the
sweepstakes constitutes acceptance of all sweepstakes rules.
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Alpha Technologies provides power to Nynex
BELLINGHAM, Wash.—Alpha
Technologies has signed an agreement with
Nynex to provide power products to its broadband network currently under construction in
the New England area.
As part of the contract, Alpha will provide
power supplies for Nynex's full service video,
telephony and digital services network.
Initially, the network will serve 330,000
households in eastern Massachusetts and
60,000 households in Warwick, Ri., and will
have the capacity to carry hundreds of channels. The system will allow subscribers to
receive both expanded cable television and traditional telephone service via a750 MHz fiber
optic network. Each power node is capable of
serving as many as 500 homes.
The network management system will allow
Nynex to remotely diagnose problems and
manage its network without dispatching service trucks. Alpha's initial deliveries to Nynex
for the project began in November of 1994 and
will continue through 1996.
StarNet will use DigiCipher
HATBORO, Pa.—StarNet Inc. will use
General Instrument's DigiCipher digital compression technology to compress multiple
channels of programming onto asingle satellite transponder. Additional transponder space
will be used for StarNet's AdStar delivery service, which offers satellite delivery of digital
video files for national and regional advertising at local cable systems. "We will start the
service with DigiCipher I, then migrate to
DigiCipher Il when that technology becomes
available," says Robert Bower, vice president
of engineering and operations for StarNet.
BellSouth picks Pirelli's optical amplifiers
LEXINGTON, S.C.—Pirelli and BellSouth
Corp. have signed athree-year, multi-million
dollar contract for Pirelli to supply its new
Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM)
optical amplifier systems. BellSouth will begin
deployment of the systems in its network within the first six months of 1995.
In Pirelli's system, network capacity is
increased to 10 gigabits per second by optically multiplexing four OC-48 channels. It incorporates optical amplifiers in a"line" configuration, which allows signal amplification without conversion to electrical and back to optical
form.
Continental unveils interactivity for education
BOSTON—Continental Cablevision recently
demonstrated an interactive, multimedia network linking two schools in northern

94

California. The project—made possible by the
company's donation of a$135,000 fiber optic
transmission system in Stockton, Calif.—was
demonstrated to agroup of public officials,
educators and Stockton-area residents.
The system links Lincoln High School and
Brookside Elementary School in the Lincoln
Unified School District, plus San Joaquin
County Schools Administrative Offices. It
allows people at each location to communicate
via voice, video and data between venues such
as science classrooms, libraries, performing
arts facilities and administrative offices.
A local area network and awide area network have been created to enable each classroom to have access to the Internet, in addition
to the interactive video capabilities.
DAVID Conference slated for September
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.—Microwarc Systems
Corp. and Multichannel CommPerspectives
have announced that the 1995 DAVID
Developers Conference and Convergence '95
Interactive Television Conference and
Exposition will be held September 25-28 at the
San Jose Convention Center in San Jose, Calif.
The conferences will feature both seminars
and exhibits culled from the interactive television industry.
DAVID (Digital Audio/Video Interactive
Decoder) is astandard operating system environment for interactive television decoders that
can be used in telephone, cable TV and wireless networks. The DAVID system supports
both networked and local interactive applications, graphics and user interfaces.
Ameritech doles out video network contracts
CHICAGO—Ameritech has awarded contracts worth up to $475 million for components in its new two-way video communications network. Among these, the company has
signed afive-year agreement with ScientificAtlanta for analog and digital set-tops and
remote controls. The agreement is valued
around $400 million. Last May, Ameritech
awarded S-A acontract to supply distribution
electronics, and analog and digital headend
systems.
Ameritech has also signed afive-year
agreement with Digital Equipment Corp. for
video servers. The value of that contract is as
much as $40 million.
And the third agreement, which was signed
with ADC Telecommunications Inc., is worth
as much as $35 million for cabinets that will
house equipment placed in neighborhoods.
In February, Ameritech began building the
network, which is expected to be operational
in some Midwestern communities by the end

of this year. The company expects to reach 1
million new customers ayear.
Antietam Cable to upgrade in Hagerstown
STATE COLLEGE, Pa.—Antietam Cable
will purchase more than $2 million in AM
fiber optic and RF equipment from C-COR for
use in its 650-mile upgrade in Hagerstown,
Md. The purchase includes C-COR's LinkNet
AM fiber optic transmit and receive equipment, as well as 750 MHz FlexNet trunk,
bridger and line extender amplifiers.
Deliveries will begin in early spring and continue throughout 1995.
Australis Media chooses Conifer system
BURLINGTON, Iowa—Conifer Corp. has
been selected by Australis Media Ltd. as its
supplier of wireless cable receive systems for
its Australian projects, including the cities of
Sydney and Melbourne. Conifer has developed
aspecial electronics receive package tailored
to the frequency requirements of the Australian
wireless market.
Wegener receives order from Networx
DULUTH, Ga.—Wegener Communications
Inc. has received an order from Networx Corp.
for more than 1,000 of its addressable Series
DR95 SCPC digital audio receivers. Coupled
with Wegener's Addressable Network Control
System (ANCS) hardware and software, the
receivers will be used to distribute three channels of stereo program audio throughout the
United States
The addressable DR95 receivers use MPEG
2digital encoding and feature mono, dual
mono and stereo operation, with real-time
diagnostics.
Wegener has also signed amulti-year,
multi-million dollar contract with Foundation
Telecommunications Inc. (FTI) to provide digital video and audio products for distance
learning. Using the Wegener compressed digital video equipment, FUI will allow multiple
SCPC (single channel per carrier) video channels to be transmitted simultaneously from
sites around the country. In addition to video,
network users will also transmit multiple languages, ancillary audio channels, data files and
perform broadcast document transfers. Plans to
expand the network on aglobal basis may be
announced in the future.
FTI will offer satellite time, on afull-time
and occasional use basis, for video, audio and
data transmissions.
The products planned for the network
include Wegener's addressable digital video
product family, encompassing digital video
encoders, decoders and SCPC IRDs. CIED
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C LASSIFIEDS
PRODUCTS & SERVICES DIRECTORY

Quality Cable & Electronics Inc.

QuaeityRepai at Competitive T'icing

1950 N.W. 44TH Street Porn •ano Beach, Florida 33064
CONVERTERS

LITY
G ELECTRONICS INC.

BLE

a In Warranty Repair
Jerrold Addressable Repair Specialist
a DP5, DP7 & DPV7 /Panasonic 1402, 1403
a Remote Repair (URC 450, 550) Free delivery

DROP M ATERIAL
LINE EQUIPMENT

New /Used
All Equipment /Competitive Prices
Phone: 305697808845 Fax: 305.978* 8831

DAVID GREEN

Call or Fax us today with your request!

REPAIRS & SALES

CENTER

R EPAIR

HEADENDS

8c pickup in
certain areas

For more information contact:
TCI
AFF11.

TKR Repair Center
Tel: (908) 583-2026 •Fax: (908) 290-1677
25 Industrial Drive • Cliffwood Beach, NJ 07735

COMMUNICATIONS & ENERGY
When you place your business card in the
FILTERS & ANTENNAS FOR CATV /SMATV /MMUS /LPTV
Manufacturer specializing in fast delivery of Filters for
CATV and other video systems, MMDS & LPTV
Transmitter Channel Combiners and other broadcast
filters and Terrestrial hzterference filters for TVRO systems.
Tel 315-452-0709
Fax 315-452-0732
US/CAN 800-882-1587

7395 Taft Park Drive
East Syracuse, NY 13057
Contact:

411
,T)

you place

> Your complete electronics source <
HYBRIDS • SENHCONDUCTORS • WIRE • CABLE
FUSES • CONNECTORS • HAND TOOLS

MULTIMETERS AND OTHER
TEST INSTRUMENTS

TRANSFORMERS • SURGE PROTECTORS
POWER

SUPPLIES

800-247-5883
A Division of CE!

hands

Engineers,

of

over

18,000

Engineering

and

Corporate Managerial Personnel employed in
Cabletelevision and TV Industries.

To place an ad Call Tim Reeder
610 -964 -4982

G

TS

GTS ENTERPRISES, INC.

• Fiber Fusion Splicing Specialists
• Optoelectronic Equipment Installation
• CW Proofs to 750MHz
• Upgrade/Rebuild Construction
• Computer Drafting and Design
508 Industrial Drive

VISA

PH (404) 591-1670

White .S andi

• Woodstock, GA 30188
• FX (404) 591-1484

LEMCO

7

Ii111111111

it in the

Specifying

Steve Shafer or Vince Cupples

OMMERCIAL ELECTRONICS & SUPPLY

UNINTERRUPTIBLE

CED Classified Professional Directory,

1-800-Jumpers

CUSTOM MADE CABLE ASSEMBLIES INCLUDING
Fto F, N to N. BNC, RCA, F-81
Belden
RG-56
Gilbert AHS
Times
RG-59
LAC
Comm/Scope
AG-11
Off Shore
Intercomp
AG-213
Amphenol
RG-214

CALL FOR YOUR CATALOG

800-233-8713
TOOLS
THE
OF THE
TRADE

We will make any cable assembly. Quick delivery on all colors and lengths.
Fax: (602) 582-2915. Ph (602) 581-0331

335 W. Melinda Drive, Phoenix, Az 85027
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C LASSIFIEDS
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

Ae.letqle.teueSetazem,11-eCabie
Automated Mapping
and Facilities Management
Software

MIDWEST CABLE SERVICES

I
I

rffl

Fiber Optics
.Management
and GIS
GLASSTRAC Software

-NATIONWIDE BUYERS -

CATV SCRAP CABLE AND USED LINE GEAR

800-852-6276

WORKING SOLUTIONS FOR FACILITES MANAGEMENT

P.O. Box 96, Argos, IN 46501
Phone: (219) 892-5537 •FAX (219) 892-5624

88 Sloan Street, Roswell, GA 30075 (404) 998-9527

Commercial Spun Aluminum Antennas
DH accuracy & high efficiency

SIZES

Mappin g and "U.n. g incrin g Sciliaticms

3 meter 10'
3.3 meter 11'

Century's

3.7 meter 12'

"Mapping the 21st

3.9 meter 13'
4.2 meter 14'
4.5 meter 14'8"

Information Super Highway"
Cable TV •Power •Gas •Telephone •Water/Waste Water

5 meter 16'

CALL FOR PRICING
(800) 627-9443

Services include:

Consulting • Data Conversion

GIBRALTER:
Dual Axis motorized Az/el
mount, standard with
RC2000, PC compatible

• GIS/Facility Mapping

Data Base Design • Field Walkout • Fiber/Coaxial Design
CADDSTAR un (Applications softwarefor AutoCad "" and MicroStation

)

dual axis controller.

DH Satellite

CADDSTAR'

600 N. Marquette Rd.

GIS Software

Prairie du Chien, WI USA 53821
Phone (608) 326-8406
Fax (608) 326-4233

For more information contact:
405 N. Reo Street

• P.O. Box 20112 • Tampa, FL 33622-01 12

Telephone: (813) 289-4119

2

CABLE CONSTRUCTORS, INC.

COMPLETE TURNKEY CONSTRUCTION

FCC

PROOF OF PERFORMANCE TESTING

•Headend Services

- ( )\)1.11ii F \DI NI) RI
I(

1-800-338-9299

• Coaxial and Fiber
• Mapping and Design

• Emergency Fiber
Restoration

• Make Ready
•Splicing and Activation
• Fusion Splicing
•Material Supply
•Aerial, Underground &
Fiber Construction

•System Sweep
• Proof of Performance
•Turnkey Headend
•Complete Turnkey
Project Management

96

CEO:
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•FCC Proof Performance
1-800-292-0126
605-426-6140
IPSWICH, SD

\',i ,,,, Ikr \\[

•On Site Training
•Design and Drafting
HRAND r\t,ci ,,\(
-As Bum

-SYSTEM DESIGN
-MAI' IViANAGEMEN I& SYSTEM UPDATES

Call Tim Reeder to reserve space in the next
available issue of CED! 800-866-0206

COMMUNICATIONS

\

),

quality service performed on a timely basis

AZ:r

• Facsimile :(813) 287-3674

ENGINEERING

&

DESIGN
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EQUIPMENT M ARKETPLACE/PRODUCTS SERVICES

%IO NESURP LUS

Industry
Service
Since
1966

WE BUY AND SELL QUALITY CATV EQUIPMENT

,.4

ROCKY MOUNTAIN
Custom Made Jumper Assemblies
All Brands Fittings/Cable
JUMPER CABLES •
FMale
•RG -59
•FFemale
•BNC
•Other

HEADEND EQUIPMENT
ai

WE BUY & SELL
SURPLUS NEW & USED

COAST CATV SUPPLY

From the
Headend to
the Home
WE BUY
WE SELL
AND WE

IN STOCK
NEW & REFURBISHED

CONNECTORS,TAPS_,
HEADEND, LINEGEAR, MISC.

Amps, LE's, Taps, Splitters
Connectors & Headends

TM BROKERS

ALL BRANDS 270 TO 550 MHz
Call for updated price list

5402 HIGHWAY 95 -COCOLALLA, ID 83813
TEL: 208-683-2797 OR 208-683-2019
Fa: 208-683-2374

•RG -11

Our jumpers never leave our plant during construction, insuring inspection of each phase of construction. Our
quality control insures you the lowest RF leakage possible. Call for pricing and free sample. (406) 458-6563

CONVERTERS -ALL TYPES AND MAKES

USA (619)757-3998 FAX(619)757-40-18

•RG -56
•PL

P.O. BOX 9707 .HELENA MT 59604

LINE AMPLIFIERS, TAPS, CONNECTORS

LS

REPAIR

=

We Buy -Wanted: ALL BRANDS
YOUR USED OR EXCESS EQUIPMENT

614-221-3131

Fax your used/excess list
(USA) 909-272-2360

Fax 614-222-0581

Fax: 909-272-3032

By

Idea/onics
°up to 90 channels

CABLE TECHNOLOGY ASSOCIATES

•14 day delivery

•
•
•
•

•compatible with all headends
-AFFORDABLETel 701-786-3904 Fax 701-786-4294

Base Mapping
Strand Mapping
Digitizing Services
LODE Data

•
111111111111111111111111111111

(zer

---r

• As-Built Mapping
• System Design
• System Walkout
• Design Engineering

Our team of quality, map production, design and software development
professionals are here to help you with all your mapping projects from

Video Units Also Available
ASK ABOUT COMPLETE SYSTEMS TO
MEET THE NEW FCC MANDATE

concept to completion.

SCTE
Member

dB-tronics

Cable /derision Equipment
Sales & Service Center

Specialists in
AT&T, HFC
Systems

For further information contact:
Phillip Griggs (914) 762-8727 or
Vincent Kee (201) 434-7854
121 Bayview Avenue, Suite 102
Jersey City NJ 07305

Check Us Out For

•••

"el Scientific
4,
Atlanta

SOUGHT / SOLD / SERVICED

1

Parts & Services

G. I . VideoCipher II - $299

Standard 24 PC

Mag. 5-330 Trunk

SA 330 Trunk

- $199

Syl/Tex 2000 Trunk

- $199

Jerrold JLE-400

- $ 85

- $299

Jerrold SJ Trunk 301- $199

./

Genuine S-A Parts In Stock

,,f

Up/Down & Module Repair

.1

450 & 550 MHz Equalizers

SA Slimline 450 Trnk- $435

✓

lnband Converter Repair

SA 8525 w/Remote

CALL

et.

OR

FAX

US

Jerrold SJ Trunk 400- $299
Magnavox 5LE330

FIRST

O

Jerrold SJ 450 Trunk- $435
Jerrold CIV Mod

- $550

Hamlin CRX

- $ 12
- $ 40

Pioneer BC-2002/2

- $1.99

Tocom 5503-A

Assorted Taps

- $1.50

C-Cor 450 LE

/t u

NEW

- $175

IF N

T EL

800-WT ARENA
SILUVICUS.e MSC- FAX: 610-279-5805

Spartanburg, SC 29301
USA

gal»

- $ 25

S

MINIMUM QUANTITIES APPLY-CALL FOR COMP:LETE
6 10
1N-V
2E
7
NT
9O
-R
8Y
0L
01507

Telephone: 803-574-0155
4,USA Toll Free: 800-356-2730
Fax: 803-574-0383
detronics, Inc.
145 Tradd Street

VISA

- $ 85

N

- $225

MAE SFRleee-e" We/A 7- &ME -SIFLL! -Fe/IFC,E

L

ALL TYPES OF EQUIPMENT NEEDED -FAX LIST
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CLASSIFIEDS
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

To Place An Ad...
•Call Tim Reeder at 800-866-0206
by the first of the month preceding
the month of desired issue.

SUBCONTRACTORS
WANTED
Splicing,

Activation

&

Aerial

long-term work in the Northeast

610-964-4663

U.S. Paid Weekly.

• Mail

ad

materials

oeh
Fr
Froeh

peter

Construction Crews needed for

•Fax copy and insertion order to

to

CED

lich
lich & Co.
search

PO Box 339 Weatherford, TX 76086

Please call 800-233-7350.

(800) 742-4947 FAX (817) 594-1337

All levels of Technical

Classifieds 1 Chilton Way (2nd
Floor) Radnor, PA 19089.

SCIE Member

Positions -Corporate to

A TRADITION SINCE 1935

If you have any questions please

Hourly. Positions

call 800 -866 -0206.

Available Nationwide.

EQUIPMENT M ARKETPLACE/
PRODUCTS & SERVICES
MOST

REPAIRS $75.00

Central Receiver

Satellite Service
4701 East 11th St., Tulsa, Oklahoma 74112
918-836-9512 or 800-883-1472
Factory Trained Technicians
Professional Service
Faster Turn-around •Lowest Prices
•D.X.
•IRD's
•Drake
•LNA's
•LNB's
•Pico
•LNC's
•Standard
•MA ICorn
•Receivers
•Modulators
•Blonder Tongue
•Scientific Manta
•Processors
•Power Supplies •General Instrument
•Automaton Techniques

Call or Write. Fees Paid.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS IN FLORIDA &
MIDWEST AREAS
FOR

CATV SPLICERS & INSTALLERS
WITH TRUCK& TOOLS

=DI ®

IF YOU HAVE A POSITIVE WORK
ATTITUDE AND WISH TO JOIN A
GROWING TEAM OFFERING QUALITY

COI Telecommunications, Inc. is hiring
experienced people for the following positions:

CATV SERVICES

DESIGN ENGINEERS

CONTACT

Design fiber & coax broadband routes.

HARRIS-McBURNEY COMPANY
15TH FLOOR, HARRIS BLDG.
P.
O.Box 267

Installation, Cut-over, Testing, Upgrades

JACKSON,

1-800-248-3802

TECHNICIANS
Call: (800) 669-1890

MI 49204

Mail resume to: P.O. Box 4056, Dept. 95,

FAX:1-517-787-6809

Scottsdale, Arizona 85261-4056

•Dntg Free Workplace •

DRAWINGS at your FINGERTIPS

Technical & Management Positions

in SECONDS

Marcus Cable, afast growing multistate operator of suburban and rural Cable TV systems
with 580,000 customers, has the following career opportunities:

*** District Manager -Wausau, WI ***
Minimum 5years Cable TV management experience. Up-to-date knowledge of technical
developments.

*** Plant Managers (2) -West Allis & DePere, WI ***
Mininnun 5 years technical Cable TV experience: 3 years supervisory experience.
Familiar with RF transportation, microwave and fiber optics delivery systems.

KINGFILE

STORES UP TO
1200 DRAWINGS

[hareem,' Manama ...mutually Or In groups rnal•e flat Irles obso lete You can Ille or reureve doc drawn', turn, overlay sheet.
map, etc .n seconds 'mahout ever touchrng your Wed sheet
Sell artheuve Su spertsr onSoros for SINGLES and Metal Hangers
entn SPr.ng c,, PS tor MULTIPLES Provnle Weedy ..SertrOn end
',nova. Nu num.,' through draeengs rn flat files no srnudges,
tears or doe ears 0.1.4 wood or steel KINGFILES are counter
batenced for ease access, rn.nrrnurn lloor space and lowest 1.1.ng
cost per sheet
Wrote tor Deeads and Fiee Catalog -

H. SCHREIBER COMPANY — Red Lion, PA 17356

PHONE 717-244-3625

M ORE EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
ADS ON PAGES 97!

98

*** Technical -Multiple Positions in Wisconsin ***
Marcus Cable offers competitive salaries, excellent benefits & relocation assistance.
Qualified candidates should forward resume including position preference and salary
history to:
Senior Vice President
Wisconsin Operations
3300 Birch Street, Suite 2B
Eau Claire, WI 54703

0-Marcus Cable
CED: COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING & DESIGN

APRIL
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EQUIPMENT MARKETPLACE

&WARNING

SIGNS

Ground
Warning
)

Tags

For Cable TV & Telephone
FIBER OPTIC
CABLE

Grabber Tm

)

Markers

To identify cable above ground
or below ground

O

CAUTION

Hefty-Poly

0

TM

Markers

0 FIBER OPTIC 0
o CABLE
0.„

Economical

identification of cable. Available
in orange and yellow.
Outdoor Signs

WARNING

For Cable &

FIRER OPTICS
CABLE ROUTE
11URIED CARLE

Fiber Optic
Cable

•Low Prices, High Quality
•Our Products Make Your Cable
STAND OUT.
•Call For Free Samples And Free
Color Catalog.

Experienced, must install and maintain all Headend equipment
(includes AML/FML microwave equipment). Know and perform FCC
proof of performance procedures. Coax and Fiber knowledge Sweep
and balance. Please submit resume or application to:
Jones Intercable
Administrative Manager
101 Skipjack Road
JONES INTERCRBLE.
- -, —
Prince Frederick, MD 20678

EMPLOYMENT

OPPORTUNITIES

SPECTRUM

Nationwide professional recruitment in FIBLR
OPTICS and BROADBAND/CATV.

COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

•

3dVIBNI1 a311:1(18

\

HEADEND/MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN

• FIBER OPTIC TAGS & LABELS • WRAP-UP MARKERS

NUMBERS & LETTERS

CAREER O PPORTUNITIES

SONET Project Leader 113S/MSEE): SDH network
structures (Redundant rings); standards
-OLTU-OC-4 8/STM-I 6; PDH to SONET/SDH
Interfaces IT I, El, DS-3, DS-4E)
•Broadcast quality analog/digital video & audio circuitry; digital video compression
•High speed digital circuit design & synchronous
time division multiplexers
-SONET/ATM Interface

Design Engineers
FIBER /COAX BROADBAND DESIGN

CAD Drafters

Manager, AM Fiberoptics (BS/MSEE);
design/development/support AM F/0 communication products (GMV equipment).

MICROSTATION, AUTOCAD
I

1-800-950-4921
virpTm VISUAL
IDENTIFICATION
PRODUCTS

SEND RESUME TO:

BROADBAND GROUP
1091 1 BONITA BEACH RD. STE 208
BONITA SPRINGS, FL 33923
FAX # 800-497-2515

Manager, Communication Systems (MSEE):
coordinate/integrate comm. system requirements
with product specs (CATV equipment).
Product Line Director (E3S+MBA); Analog
subscriber product -CAW/TELCO high-volume consumer product experience.

DIVISION OF THE MOUNTAIN CORPORATION

P.O. Box 9246476 Houston, TX 77292
Tel: 713-957-4213 •Fax: 713-957-3028

Product Marketing Manager (BS+MBA);
Management "4P's" for distribution & fiber optics in
NA. CAN., RBUC markets.

Call 610-964-4982
to reserve this space!
Ask for Tim Reeder

•S1V0313 •SI:13)1E0/0J 3-113V0 1339EIVI:JD •

Digital Marketing Manager 113S+MBA); for MSO
rndrket; cross-train w/analog products.
Fiber Optic EE (BS/MSEE); development optical
transmitters, receivers, modulators, etc.
-Exper. F/0 transmission systems, lasers, photo
detectors, optical switches plus RF electronics.
Design/Development Engineers (MS/BSEE);
-RF & electro-optic circuit and system level design
(CATI/).
-RF & analog circuits for new transmission products
(CATV).
-Optical components & subsystem design w/linedr
electro-optic signal conversion: opt. modul.
amplif.. subsystems (also B Physics).

CableFile
RESEARCH
Cable Database for Marketing & Research
CableFile System Database
•The most complete, up-to-date

ASIC Engineers; Verilog or VHDL & knowledge in
cache controller, video graphics, video MPEG.
ASIC Team Leader w/strong digital design plus
video MPEG & graphics.
Mixed Mode Analog/Digital ASIC Designer:
Strong video graphics.

CableFile MSO Database
•Provides pertinent information

file of US cable operations avai-

about corporate operations.

able anywhere.

•Each listing contains names of 10

-Each listing contains key

Principal Engineer (MSEE); Digital & RF system
w/CATV & Telephony experience.

key personnel- DECISION MAKERS.

personnel and plant information.

-Includes company-wide subscriber
counts, pay subs, pay units and

•Updated on a daily basis as
changes occur. Complete

homes passed.

quarterly updates done as well.

Both databases are available in

•Entire Database or Customized

Sr. Quality Engineers 1BSEE/BS); 11) COE, ISO
9000 & RF plus computer literacy; 12) RF &
Broadband Communications.
Al: III

electronic and label formats.Custom
research services also available!

Database available.
•Receive quarterly, semi-annual,

or

annual updates with CableFile

C4

impany paid.

RISTIE
SSOCIATES

The Villa Serena
P.O. Box 27-2406
Boca Raton, FL 33427
Telephone: (4071395-4869
Fax: (4071 368-3741

Update Program.
For more information, call (303) 393-7449
600 S. Cherry St., #400
Denver, CO 80222
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Dr. Patricia Dillon's article in the August 1994 IEEE
Spectrum was the inspiration for "My View" in the
October issue of CED. Ipredicted then that the disposal of obsolete electronic equipment is a
problem that will not go away. Ialso hoped
they would outlaw the plastic packs that
force you to buy 10 pieces, when you need
only one or two.
Now comes Fortune magazine, in its
February 6, 1995 issue, with apiece by
Alicia Hills Moore and Karen Nickel Anhalt
entitled, "Manufacturing for Reuse." Ajoint
venture of the Big Three automakers, the
Vehicle Recycling Center in Highland Park,
Mich. is alaboratory with the mission of
teaching the Big Three to better design cars
for easier dismantling. The United States
already reuses three-fourths of most
American cars, and is pushing to match
BMW and Volkswagen, who are aiming for
95 percent. Generators, motors, alternators
and other moving parts are refurbished and
sold by auto parts recyclers. The metal parts
are shredded and pulverized for use by
steelmakers to make the ingots from which
more car bodies are made.

Revisiting
the
green
scene

Recycled chips better than new

By Archer S. Taylor,
Director and Senior
Engineering Consultant,
Malarkey-Taylor Associates

In some cases, according to Moore and
Anhalt, it has been found that recycled
parts may actually be better than new ones,
especially when electrons are the only
moving parts. Fox Electronics in San Jose recycles
memory and microprocessor chips. While "infant mortality" accounts for about five percent of new production, Fox found that only two percent of the recycled
chips die young. Disassembly of old computers began
several years ago, in order to salvage the gold and
other precious metals used in circuit boards and connectors. But the chips were removed from the circuit
boards and sold to toy and game manufacturers.
Design for Disassembly (DFD) is the new buzzword:
using screws instead of glue; laying out modules for
easy removal; reducing the number of components.
Green Engineering Corp. of Pittsburgh has even produced asoftware program called ReStar to help manufacturers generate disassembly plans. The $19,600 program can even be downloaded on the Internet!
Computers are now apt to be obsolete within 12
months. According to Carnegie-Mellon University,
"Seventy-million obsolete computers are sitting in the
basements of various organizations and will eventually
end up in the landfills, if they are not recycled." IBM,
Hewlett-Packard, Digital Equipment Company and
others are already introducing DFD designs.

The Kodak throwaway camera
The Fortune article tells an interesting story about
the Kodak "throwaway" camera. Engineers got little

100

encouragement in the 1980s when they came up with
the idea of the "Fling" disposable camera—it bombed.
They blamed it on what seemed to be Kodak's belief
that, "God intended people to buy aroll of film and a
camera, and use the film to load the camera." A new
version was developed and renamed "Fun Saver" to
take panoramic views. Environmentalists still complained, however, that hundreds of thousands of the
returned cameras were ending up in already overloaded
landfills.
By 1990, aCongressman's "Wastemaker of the
Year" award to Kodak was awake-up call. The throwaway camera then became arecyclable camera. Snaps
replaced welds so that the case could be more easily
taken apart. The customer would still return the camera
and film to the photo finisher, who now would return it
to the Kodak factory. A New York State-sponsored
organization which employs handicapped people was
hired to break them down: covers and lenses were
removed; electronics and moving parts were tested and
reused up to 10 times in new, disposable cameras; and
plastic parts were ground up and made into new camera parts. Only 13 percent by weight was sent to the
dump.

Legislation is coming
The authors also reported that the four-year-old
Xerox green manufacturing program is paying off at
the rate of about $500 million in annual cost savings.
The cartridge assembly, for example, had to be torn
apart by hand for disassembly. This was replaced with
adesign that anticipates recycling. Reusable parts were
put in easily accessible places. Snaps replaced screws.
Common parts were standardized for use in different
products.
Xerox admits to some sales resistance to refurbished
photocopiers. However, the Xerox corporate manager
for environmental design is pleased that the Clinton
administration issued an executive order in 1993 urging (but not requiring) federal agencies to buy green
products such as refurbished photocopiers.
As Fortune's article says, "The green wave of
German legislation is rolling across the Atlantic—and
don't think Republican control of Congress can stop it.
While chances of German-type product take-back legislation are nil in this Congress, it doesn't matter: The
Germans have established ade facto global manufacturing standard. U.S. companies wishing to compete
globally must start making products that will comply
with the green dictates of the huge European market."
Nevertheless, Chrysler's vice president for vehicle
engineering says, "Frankly, Iprefer the more natural,
more cost-effective way of what happens in the U.S.,"
without subsidy or government involvement.
Manufacturers, apparently, are finding out that green
designs can be cost-effective, and even more efficiently
produced, just as cable TV has found that monitoring
and eliminating signal leakage pollution often
improves the product. CED
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Cheetah'
Slatus Monitoring Solutions:
The only system to give you
Fr,quency Agile RF Modems
A status monitoring system is only as reliable as the return path. Accumulated noise and
ingress on the return path may cause problems with your status monitoring system. You
avoid these problems with the Cheetah SystemTM. By using frequency agile RF modems in
all field devices, the Cheetah SystemTM allows you to adjust frequencies from your headend
or main office. You never have to roll atruck or physically adjust field devices.
Frequency agile modems also ensure that Polling Never Stops! When one channel is in use
for polling and an alarm occurs, the alarming device may be queried for more detailed data
on the next data channel. The Cheetah
WEI

SystemTM

continuously monitors your entire network

even wnen you are performing tests and taking measurements at aproblem location. For a
reliable status monitoring system, be sure to require frequency agle RF modems.

Call (813) 756-6000
SUPERIOR ELECTRONICS GROUP, INC.
6432 Parkland Drive • Sarasota, Florida 34243 • (813) 7564)00 • Fax (813) 758-3800
Circle Reader Service No. 43

We've Closed In On ASimple Splicing Solution...

...The FiberPak' by ANTEC
Now, there's asimple way to splice fiber optic cable. The
new FiberPak'" splice closure from ANTEC is so easy to install,

W4.4.440

no special tools, heat adhesives, drills, power equipment or
complicated instructions are required.

Our Cable Integrated Services Network (USN)
pmvides ablueprint fr.r building abroadband

Suited for strand, pole, or underground mounting, FiberPak
closures seal and protect fiber optic splices in butt or in-line

network that accommodates interactive services
in aIGHz spectrum. The FiberPak allows easy
port expansion as your network grows.

configuration. Eight cable ports, splice trays and expansion
kits allow easy expandability as your network grows. And
FiberPak's solid, nonflexible housing protects splices in every
environment and meets 1994 Bellcore specifications on fiber
e
Y4g10°°e

optic splice closures.
If you're adding fiber optics to your system, you need

I""

asplice closure that's easy to install. To learn more about
the FiberPak, call your local ANTEC Representative or

ANTEC
N etvvork Kr-tocrvv—havv

1-800-TO ANTEC.

Atlanta, Georgia Roo/42-118i •Dallas, Texas floo/231-5006 •Denver, Colorado floo/841-1531 •Iron Mountain, Michigan 800/624-8358
Santa Ana, California Roo/854-0443 •Schaumburg, Illinois Roo/544-5368 •Seattle, Washington Roo/438-9290 •Rockaway, New Jersey Boo/631-9603
Circle Reader Service No. 44

FiberPak is atrademark of ANTEC. ©1995 ANTEC.

